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of bay to give. We feed
three meals a day. We are feeding at
present six quarts of oats in the morning, about ten quarts of mixed feed at
noon, consisting of cut hay, bran and
cornmeal ; for supper about seven ears of
cob corn on the ear, and about twelve
pounds of bay. He is in perfect condition, but I would like to know if we
are feediug too heavily or could I feed
less grain with just as good results; also
kindly publish a feed ration for a horse
the came weight working every other

day."
A strictly

garnered. In all this season the results
of careful preparation, or of no preparation will be plainly evident.
It may now seem a long time to the
hay and the grain harvest, but they will
be on us before we think; and the farmers who are really ready for them will
be the fortunate ones. There's not
much leisure in the summer to decide
what mowers and
reapers are the best, and while the farmer hesitates, the grass is in bloom, the

with

deliberation
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RICHARDS.

A

new

Simplicity.

Lot

See to it that the newly hatched
chickena are kept dry and warm. Al-

ket ou her arm.

It was tilled with ap-

ples, rosy and fresh looking as if they
had just been shaken from the trees
or gathered from the frost starred

An orchard!
grass of an orchard.
Mrs. St. Anbyn smiled. How long was
it since she had roamed In oueV Twenty years at least, for Mrs. St. Aubyn

thirty-seven.
Twenty years of dinners and teas
and dances, of summers passed at
fields are turning yellow and haste is
Newport and winters spent In Idle
necessary to save the valuable crops in
tlittings from Taris to London and
man
the
the best condition. Fortunate
had
whose tools are under bis own shed, and from London home again! Luxury
who can set them at work at precisely smoothed Mrs. St. Aubyn's path, and
the fitting moment—who has prepared time had touched her lightly. Her figfor war in time of peace. Tbe time for ure was as slender and supple as a
investigation is still here; the time of girl's, and there were those of her acaction will soon come.
quaintance caustic enough to say that
The farmer wants tbe best tools in tbe
during the period of her mourning she
market. Farm work must be done by
the wearing of widow's
for labor is hud prolonged
as few men as

cut and dried ration for a
horse can no more be laid down than it
AU that can be done
can be for a man.
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, is to lay down certain principles regard-^
ing the feeding of horses. Some bave'
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
the power to digest and assimilate more
Wheeler.
Alton
CS.
James
Wright.
than otherif and need more food than
others. Regarding the feeding of hay, I
&
will say: When the hay is a good qualJ. H.
ity of mixed hay, what the horse will
possible,
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
eat in one hour's time is a far better rule
wofully scarce. There are six lines of
35 Hitch Street, South Paris, Maine.
to follow than to weigh it out for him.
harvest
implements from which
hay and
In city and town, as a rule, the horse it is
Maps and Plans made to order.
safe to make a selection.
always
and
ν ,;i of the tluiberlantls anil pocket maps of I scarcely ever gets quite hay enough
Some of them have been before the pubunts for sale.
i>n the farm he usually gets more than is
lic since tbe days of tbe scythe, tbe
Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
unan
it
is
of
else
or
for his best good,
sickle and the cradle, and every year immarketable quality aud is hardly fit to
provements have been made, and those
FOR SALE.
feed to the horse at all; yet, if fed in which were
good from the first have
it
can
he
so
that
over,
pick
One of the best investment» in South quantities,
become better each year. They are all
in
it
an
of
have
he
should
all
will
be
get
I'.iriH, on High Street.
Eighteen-room
made of the best material possible, and
Large hour's time, when the rest should be in tbe most thorough manner. The
bouse, finished in three rents.
As to the grain
him.
from
taken
land.
of
acres
away
Several
connected.
stable
selection will be influenced largely by
un ordinary labor to
Alto three house lots in desirable local- to be usually given
personal taste. Each line is described
a pound of grain for
the
cause
horse,
removal
average
only
illustrated in a catalogue of Its own,
and
ity. Contemplated
is the
every hundredweight of horse
fur sale.
and all these catalogues may be obtained
full
day's by an International dealer in tbe town
rule. This is to constitute a
J. H. STUART, South Paris.
feed, and should be fed in three regular near you. Visit him and get whichever
horse
feeds. Thus your
weighing 1,300 catalogue you want. If you don't know
pounds would need thirteen pounds of an International dealer, write to the Inone-third
and
pounds at ternational Harvester Company of
igrain and four
each feed. Now if this horse was of a America,
Chicago, and they will give
kind that is known as an easy keeper,
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
you the name of the one nearest'you.—
md of mild disposition, this, with what Tribune Farmer.
hay he would eat in an hour's time, will
Chicks on Free Range.
keep him in good business condition. If
lie was being hardly worked, he might
six
have for his night feed full
pounds
NEEDED OR THEY MAY
Df grain or meal and what hay he would SUPERVISION IS
NOT DO AS WEI.L AS IN YARDS.
clean up well before morning.
Now, as to kind of grain: Oats, two
and corn, one part, ground into
parts,
While it is an advantage to be able to
Lead
All Kinds of
meal, make the best all round grain feed
growing chicks plenty of range,
Rive
and
Cornmeal
horse.
a
for
working
and Iron.
still it will be found that a certain
wheat bran mixed equally by weight
amount of supervision over them when
Your practice of noon feedcome next.
Ttltpkoa* 134-11.
on free range, and on some occasions
ing is not a bad one. I would, however,
it in a measure, will have good
make the cut hay of little greater bulk limiting
results.
J. WALOO
and make the grain feed the corn and
If the chicks when small have for a
That seven ear corn
L>ats as spoken of.
mother a hen which hunted over a great
and
cut
would
1
out,
du cob business
dt*al of ground and was allowed to do
feed the ground oata and corn or the
much as she pleased, they will
While corn pretty
corn meal aud wheat bran.
got in the habit of ranging widely.
un the cob is the safest way that clear
MASONIC BLOCK,
They will be strong, for the weak ones
corn can be fed to a horse, it is not the
of the brood will have been dragged out
the
means.
First,
best
NORWAY.
auy
by
way
Connection.
Téléphona
by the hen and have fallen by the wayhorse never gets the full nutrients the
side. This strength, however, coming
will
it
pass
corn contains, as much of
as it does from so much active exercise,
HCLLISTCRS
through the alimentary canal simply as may exist at the expense of proper
cracked corn with some of the albumou
growth. The birds will be active and
taken out by the gastric juices. Ground
A Bust Medietas for Buy People.
but may never reach the size
at- hardy,
is
it
fed
and
meal
into
alone,
always
Brings Goiiea Health and Renewed Vigor.
they would have reached if their exerTherefore
with
tended
Live
danger.
grind
A sneclùo f>r Coustipation, ludigesUon,
cise was in a measure restrained ; this
and ΚΜμ ν Troubles. Pimpl··*. Eczema. Impure all corn as a matter of economy and
especially to the heavier breeds.
1)|·"η!. I5.i { Breath, StusCih Bweb, BMdaclM
or ground oats to give applies
with
bran
mix
it
uud Itekerka It's R>.-I<y Mountain Tea In tub
Particularly is this the case if fed little
it bulk and insure better digestion.
(Jrnuio made by
i<-t foriii. ""> MM α bo*.
outside of what they find for themselves.
Holmstir Ur'ii Co wavy, Madison, Wis.
The horse worked every other day will
Young chicks need plenty of food, and
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR FALLOW PEOPLE simply need about the same feed as the tbey should get it for best results.
oneabout
one worked every day, only
It bas been noticed that flocks of
third less grain on the idle days.—C. D.
poultry on farms, if left pretty much to
Smead in Tribune Farmer.
themselves and the chicks raised on free
range, have a tendency to grow smaller
Cows.
and
Dairy
in size and lighter in weight, while the
Dairying
is
eggs produced are also small. If such
the case, by taking pains with the growADDRESS BY F. L. DAVIS, SECRETARY
ing chicks, seeing that they get plenty
DAIRY
ASSOCIATION, BEVERMONT
of the necessary food for their best deFORE VERMONT INSTITUTE.
them in yards for a
velopment,
portion of the time, particularly when
email and thus limiting their range to a
Agriculture is becoming more popular
this trouble in a great
each year. There is a constantly in- certain extent,
measure can be prevented.
creasing population, and all business
If the farm flock is already undersized,
that the
men are beginning to realize
to build it up by the
future welfare of the American people it is also necessary
introduction of large, vigorous cockerels
depends upon our agricultural resources of the same breed
as
kept, or, in a mixed
»nd the prosperity of the farmers
those oockerels approaching nearThere is no branch of farming better flock,
est to the prevailing breed in that flock.
adapted to secure these conditions than
The writer has runs in which he keeps
iairying. Through dairying we add to the different broods of chicks, someSouth Paris, Maine.
he resources of the farm and put a
the same run.
tunes two broods in
finished product upon the market.
TheHe chicks, however, are not confined
The average production of butter per
to the runs, but different broods are
A
cow in the United States is only 133
is 107 allowed free range at different times. A
CURE
ρ 'Unils. lu Vermont the average
control is thus kept over the
pounds. Vermont has S75 cows per general stock, so that few
chicks are
thousand population, more than any growing
and deShe produces more butter lost, and the right size, weight
m her state.
is quickly absorbed.
of the breed are attained.—
velopment
state.
other
than
cow
any
per
Gi»m Relief at One·.
in Tribune Farmer.
In 184.» the average per cow was only Cor.
It cleanses, soothes
33 pounds. The last fifty years has
heals and protect»
The Belgian Draft Horse.
doubled this; the next should increase
the diseased mem·
Β. E. P., Pulaski, N. T., writes: Can
by a still greater proportion. In fact,
Cabnuie. It cures
we now have m:tuy herds that are pro- you
give a abort description of the Beltarrh and drives
ducing from 320 to 380 pounds per cow. gian horse?
the
a
in
Cold
must
come,
away
This desirable increase
The Belgian is a draft horse of large
Head quickly. Be- tl
tiret, through a better understanding of size. Short in the limb and maseive in
stores the Senses of ·*
to
stimulate
best
the conditions
adapted
his
make-up in short, a horse
Tuste and Suit· 11. Full size HOcts., at Drug- milk production then through securing builtgeneral
for heavy draft purposes. His
mail.
10
cts.
by
gy* * or by mail ; Trial Size
better bred cows, cows better qualified principal market is in this country, in
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York· to produce milk.
the city, for slow work, moving heavy
As an example of what can be done loads. He is kind in disposition, usualalong these lines where the desire and ly of a steel gray color or roan, with not
the ability exist, it is only necessary to quite the nervons energy of the Perchcite the experience at the Cloudland* eron, nor the length of oody and height
Farm. Twelve years ago a southern of the Clyde or the Shire. He i· welgentleman came here and purchased come to this oountry, and will improve
several partially abandoned farms, final- he draft horse industry without doubt.
In some localities he will be in dely securing about 1,000 acres of land in
Am your best friend, treat me
He stocked these farms witb mand more than in others, as his size
one body.
right. Abuse me and I will
cows by purchasing those that could be
will not be so much called for. The
obtained at nearby sales at low prices man who buys a Belgian stallion must
forsake you and there i· not
By actual test these cows at the begin- study the temper of his would-be paanything yet provided that
in trons. If
ning made only 200 pounds of butter
they desire the heavy horse
will take my place.
the year, but by selection, better care they can find it in a Belgian. If it is a
now
has
this
prodnotion
and feeding
horse of good size and more energy, the
been raised to 360 pounds. Vermont Percheron will always be in demand, as
farmers are not growing enough grain al«o will the Clyde and Shire. They
More land shim'd be under the plough αγρ *11 good in their proper places, and
each year. Bv *hortwning the rota'iou all bad out of them.—C. D. Smead in
in this way our grain product will b· Tribune Farmer.
May need a little glass aid.
our grasses will be improved,
raised,
me
Take
Tou do not know.
and the general prosperity of the farm
Proper Feed for Pigs.
to an optician, you owe me
will be increased. Early cut hay is betE.
W.
G., Saugerties, Ν. Y., writes:
i*
of
June
The middle
ter than late.
He won't charge
that mnch.
"In regard to your pie· that are somelate enough to begin haying on any Ver- •
tell
to
my
you
imen stiff in the hind legs, I will say
you anything
mont farm.
all wheat middlings is a ration too rich
is
trouble, but be sure to take
cow
feed
per
day
The average
per
in proteine for a growing pig. If mixed
me to a competent one.
not far from thirty pounds silage, one
it will make a
four pound* with cornmeal, one part,
cottonseed
meal,
pound
well balanced ration. Then scatmixed feed, and what early cut hay the> fairly
ter some whole oata or shelled corn on the
will eat. The milking machine will
floor for them to hunt for. 'Keep a good
soon come into use on dairy farms where
with
M■ •ri- sized heap of ashes well sprinkled
more than sixty cows are kept.
charcoal for them to root in and eat.
machines of all kinds mast find their
of
a
mess
\lso give them occasionally
The experi
way upon all our farms
South Parla.
cooked small potatoes or wormy apples
Graduate Optician,
ment stations are to help in this great
for succulence. Rub along their spine
dairy awakening. To thi-m we mus s»me of a mixture of aqua ammonia,
look for the most advanced da>r« one
ounce, and olive oil, three onnces.—
thought.
C. D. Smead in Tribune Farmer.
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WITH CARS

WHILE THERE 18 LEISURE TIME.

on practical agricultural topic»
Address all communication» In-

amount

MAINE.

NORWAY.
Home Block.

SELECT

ing to see tills old

"Id time of peace prepare for war."
department to Hbqt D.
Havmond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem- This is a pretty old saying but none tbe
ocrat, Parla, Me.
worse for that
Some things are imBy Constance D'Arcy Nickiy.
proved by age, and the wisdom or folly
of proverbs Is often demonstrated by
Feed for the Working Horse.
Copyright, 1907, by M. M. Cunningham.
events. It didn't take much real fighting to demolish the Spanish fleets a few
PROPER PROPORTIONS OF ORAIN AND
years ago, and the little Japs bad very
It was α clear October day. Fifth
HAY—CORN SHOULD HE GROUND.
easy -work with those of Russia a few
avenue was radiant with sunshine.
years later. In both cases it was the
the unprepared, and Mrs. St Auhyn, standing at the French
M. R., Philadelphia, Penn., writes: prepared against
the results were inevitable. Well, what window of her pretty little breakfast
in
columns
of
the
your
"Kindly publish
has this to do with farming? Something,
room, noted the blueness of the sky
paper a grain and hay ration for a horse
surely. Tbe farmer's life is a warfare,
about
autumn
1,300
pounds,
travelling
weighing
with no bitterness, let us hope, against a und the bright color of some
about twelve or thirteen mile· a day,
constant succession of enemies and ad- leaves that drifted by on a puff of
pulling about one ton after him, that is to verse conditions, and the winter and k wind.
say he starts out with that amount, but
early spring is bis time of peace, if there
Below in the street a girl walked
as he goes along it decreases somewhat,
is ever to be peace. This is the time to
covering the distance with the load in think, to plan, to prepare; for, once the briskly, her cheeks glowing from the
from five to six hours. I would like to
A newsboy
is put into the ground, the season keen touch of the air.
know the best feed and what amount he plant
of action has come, not to end until tbe whistled blithely as he loitered on the
what
and
each
at
feeding
requires
last fruits of late autumfc have been corner. An old woman passed, a bashim

Attorney at Law,

L.

SPEKD TBB PLOW."

Correspondence

AKI.ES P. BARNES,

η

The Harvest te sot Distant.

AMONG THE FABMEBS.

PARK,

SOUTH PARIS,
Terme Moderate.

was

weeds because blacK set off her amber
colored hair and dazzling complexion—
a clear rose and white that still defied
tbe aid of cosmetics.
"An orchard!' related Mrs. St. Auhyn, looking after the old apple woman who had hobbled to the crossing.
"I wore my hair In a braid then, I remember, and a big frilled sunbonnet.
IIow fresh an! wonderful the world
seemed In those days! It's so long ago
that I've almost forgotten what rusticity Is like. And yet"—
She paused. A sudden longing for
the country took possession of her—for

the real country, where no smart, high
seated traps met the incoming train,
where roads wound between fields, not
lawn, and where the air was full of
autumn scents and sounds, the smell
of earth aud withered grass, the rustle of dry leaves underfoot. She turned abruptly from the window and with
svvli'tuesa that denoted décision
a
crossed the room aud rang the bell.
Prompt as a trapdoor fairy Autoi
nette

appeared.

"I am not going shopping after all."
saii! Mrs. St. Aubyn. "And yo-.i may
telephone to the dressmaker that I
can't keep my appointment for this

afternoon."
Antoinette opcued her brown eyes
wide in astonishment. She would have
opened tliein still wider an hour later
had she seen Mrs. St. Aubyn seated In
ear
whose general diugiuess proa
claimed Its acquaintance with obscure
places off the go.urn I line of travel.

Instead of well groomed commuters

Begin

to increaae the rations of the

the wood
Th· surest way to raise oolts that will all vebiolas well painted, for
Is preserved and will last muoh longer.
aatoh, la to bread to tha same thorough- —Suburban
Life.
bred sire year after year.

cauie."

place,

aud βο I

"Two worldlings in Arcady," laughed
Mrs. St. Aubyn, "and hunger reminds
nie that 1 have brought a lunch."
"Good!" He spread hie coat out ou
the grass. "Will you sit here? And if
you don't mind waiting a bit I'll go to
the village aud skirmish for & kettle

and some tea."
"And two, teacups would be an ad\
junct also."

try," said Vanringcourt.
They lunched in gypsy fashion, the
kettle singing over a Are of twig*,
while the glow of midday softened Into
the long light of afternoon.
"A mellow light to see visions by."
observed Vauringcourt.
"Visions !"
"All day I've been longmg for a
"I'll

gliinpse'of a girl that I used to know.
She used to wear a pink linen gown
and her lmlr in a braid and carry a
frilled sunbonnet on her arm. The last
time I saw her this orchard was all in
bloom, and she promised to love me for
ever and evar. und In token of that we
exchanged rings made of grass."
"My dear Jimmy," protested Mrs. St.
Aubyn.
Vanriugcourt fumbled in his pocket.
"There it Is," he said, emillng whim-

sically.

"IIow ubsurd," said Mrs. St. Aubyn,
but her voice trembled.
"Yes, isn't It—to cherish that little
bit of dried grass as I've cherished
nothing else on earth, although the girl
that gave It to me decided six months
later that love in a cottage was only
another name for folly and that money
and position were what counted most!
For. you see, in the meantime, like the

fairy godmother In the nursery tale, a
rich relative had come and whirled her
away to town, and when next I saw
her the wi!;l rose had become an American Beauty, the greatest success of a
brilliant social season. Voila tout!"
"But

you"-

I've had success
I'm couuled for
tunate as the run of men go, yet the
thiug I've wanted most I've never had.
Nothing else ever really mattered except the girl 1 knew in this orchard.
All my life and all my heart have Ihvii

"Oh, yes. 1 know.
too. I've gained it.

empty l>ecause of her."
"It was spring then, and it is autumn
now."
"The glory of the year." silid Van
rlngcourt.

"But in these last few mouths you've
writteu to me, you've tie ν
er said you remembered or—or cared."
"I waited till the moment cauie when
you found things empty, as you have
found them today, till you knew that
your golden apples were only Dead sea
fruit. You refused the lioy's love that
the springtime.
wns offered you In
Will you take the man's love that I ofuever even

fer you now. Ileleue?"
Oh, Jimmy." she began, aud then
her eyes brimmed aud speech failed
her. but sile reached out her hands to
him with an adorable gesture, and as

be kissed lier a late bird poising on a
bough above their heads hurst suddenly into song.
l_evter«

ai me

unurcn.

"That seems a tremendously bis
buucli of uiiill to be delivered at a
church." remarked an early caller to

the sexton.
and their wives there were men whose
"Λ good deal of It belongs to the paclothes were a bit rusty and women
"I do not
he explained.
wlnwe linllv-v satchels aud bacs I tore ' rishioners."
mean to the regular worshipers, but to
witness that tlicy had boon to spend ji
who drop in for an occasional
week with daughter In ths city. Wide persons
service. They are mostly comparative
eyed children clung tenaciously to doll·»
When leaving
in
town.
st rangers
and bununas, crying liubk·.· were velu;·
have no idea what they
home,
they
window
the
"look
out
to
nieutly urged
will do cr where they will l>e located,
at grandpa." and when the train began
so In oilier to relieve the anxiety of
an
with
to move goodbys were said
their friends thoy give instructions to
abandon which half amused, half
?:er.d tjeir mail to some church of
stirred Mrs. St. Aubyn. In her world
which they have all heard. The mere
repression was the law of life. It was
fact that the wanderers have to call
long since she hnd been in touch with
at such a place once or twice a week
the simple, homely things of existence.
for letters is considered a guarantee
"To think that this actually occurs in
of their safety. The pastors welcome
New York!" she murmured to herself
It may be an
such an arrangement.
aud then laughed a little guiltily, for
Additional responsibility to take care
under lier inonogrammed morocco bag
of the letters, but It keeps them In
there reposed a neat brown paper partouch wlî!i many strangers who othercel containing chicken sandwiches and
wise probably would not go near a
a bottle of olives that she had paused
church."—New York Sun.
to buy at the station In the breathlessness of her flight.
Bought at the sta"E Pluribue Unum."
tion! With what horrllled shrugglngs
We are indebted to Johu Adams for
had
would Antoinette have protested
Pluribns
"B
motto.
our
national
she known, und with what ejaculations
While he was minister to
Cnum."
would she have complained against the
England Sir John Prestwlck suggested
crowded stutfluess of the train!
it to Mr. Adams as a good motto to In
"Fairvlew!" called the conductor.
If
dicate tile union of the colonies.
Mrs. St. Aubyn looked at her time
was submitted to congress and adopted
more!
stations
Four
table.
act of congress .lune, 17S2. The
Tt was noon when she stepped out at by
In its iieak bears a ribbon on
eajile
The narrow platform
Meadowbank.
Is the motto. In tlip early days
which
was deserted save for α young teleof Its use the eagle bore also in Its
who
looked
appreciaoperator,
graph
talons a bundle of thirteen arrows, but
tively at Mrs. St. Aubyn's tailor made
when, in 1841. a new seal was made to
Inand
violet
aud
of
costume
gray
take the place of the old one. which
She
team.
a
like
would
she
quired If
had become worn, only six arrows
rather
would
She
shook her bend.
Whether
were placed lu the talons.
walk. IIow well she knew the road!
was ordered by law or not
this
change
And how little it had changed! She
'lhe old Uitin motto
Is not known,
followed It by a cluster of trim fenced
was In use In Knjjland as far back as
on
and
store
the
general
houses, past
1730 on the (Jentlenmn's Magazine.
where the fields widened aud
to
summits
whose
stretched away to hills
Roasting Coffee.
were a misty blue.
Blackberry vines,
In Norway, where superb coffee Is
rusty with fall, tangled at the roadside,
bit of butter Is added to the
and here and there asters glowed like made, a
are roaRting In the
At the far edge of the beans while they
a purple flame.
shovel used there for that
village outskirts she came to a ram- covered
In France as well a piece of
bling white house. Grass grew knee purpose.
butter the size of a walnut Is put with
were
windows
Its
Its
lu
yard.
ileop
coffee beans, and
Its door bore a placard, three pounds of the
rhuttered.
of |»owdered
a
also
dessertspoonful
bare
the
Its
"For Sale." Over
porch
This brings out lioth flavor
tendrils of a honeysuckle vine stirred sugar.
moreover, gives the
with every passing wind. By a path and scent and.
taste which will lie re•still faintly discernible through a net- slight caramel
as a pleasing part of Freuch
work of weeds Mrs. St. Aubyn took her membered
to the orchard. There she came coffee.

Λ-ay

upon a sight which held her stock still
with amazement.
"Jimmy!" cried Mrs. St. Aubyn.
"What In the world are you doing

here?"
Jimmy Vanrlngcourt forsook the apple for which he had been reaching
and colored to the roots of his Iron
gray hair. Then he came forward.
"My dear Helene!" be exclaimed.
•Who ever would have thought of feeing you?"
"I came by the noon train," aald Mrs.
St. Aubyn.
"Ah!

And I

by

the one before It

Hasn't chauged much, has It?" he continued, nodding toward the old house.
"Except that the grass Is ragged. It
looks just the same ae that summer
you si>ent here with your aunt. Haye
you ever been back here since?"
"Never," said Mr·. St Aubyn, flushing.
"Nor I.
Strange, Isn't It that we
should meet? What prompted you to

today?"
worked harder
"Ob, I don't know. I think the social
most everybody knows by this time that horses if tbey are being
the winter, but do it grad- merry-go-round has begun tp pall. I
they· should not be fed for the first than during
houro. The ually, especially if you are feeding corn
got so tired of people and things, and
or
thirty-six
twenty-four
horses may have gained in I wanted to get away from them."
bing promptly
fact is sometimes forgotten, however, The draft
abundance of weight during the winter; be sure the
charge for team.
| that they should have an bottom
There was a moment's silence. The
of the harness is preperly adjusted and does wind stirred the fallen leaves with a
fresh water at hand. The
la- M. Lonfley,
brooder or chicken coop should be oover- not bind.—Suburban Life.
soft rustle, and · bit of thistledown
Maine. ed with âne send or grit, which tbev
Norway,
floated lazily by.
will
be
arc
their
and
that
crops
that
the
so
See
carriages
wagons
will pick
"1 thought." said Mrs. St. Aubyn
first food.
of
the
is
work
this
at
once
If
necessary.
care
take
to
painted
ready
W· Do all Kind· of....
It ia really a matter of eoonomy to keep presently, "that you were In Europe."

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for cloaets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job
No
attended to.
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The

come

for the last six

"So 1 have been
months. 1 got back yesterday. And
this morning I had the strangest long-

The Bloody Mecdow.
Tewkesbury, where a famous battle
was fought during the war of the
roses, is In Gloucestershire at the con-

fluence of the Avon and the Severn
and ISO mll<»> from Loudon. The bat
tie was fought on the bloody meadow
Just outside the modern town, and, according to local tradition, one night in
every year on the anniversary of the
conflict the adherent* of the white
and it.) roses meet and (iir'it the battle
London Academy.

as:ia

er

A Revolution
In Chilombia.
By GEORGE KENNETT.
Copyright, 1*07, by P. C.

Eaetment.

D'Estes family wus of the
baughiest iu Chilombia. Pupa D'Estes
wus η retired dictator, uot yet entered
into that permanent rest which the
cemetery utïords to must SpaulshAmerican patriots at or before the
end of their olliciul careers. His best
energies were now engrossed in crematiug malodorous cigarros and iu irrigating certain arid traqfs of his Interior with aguardiente. .Mamma D'Estes does uot count in this story save
as the pureut of seven sous aud one
daughter enumerated below.
There were Brother Alfonso, who
was destined for the presidency, and
Brother Juan, for the generalship of
the array, aud Brother Leon, for the
archbishopric, and so ou through the
list to little Brother Cristofero, who
was to liil some older brother's place
sLould any elect u foreign ministership instead of service at home. Bu.
the tlower aud darllug of the hou.-.
hold was Sister Ksmerclria. She was
to wed the highest official in the re
public outside her own family unless
Indeed same foreign potentate slioul !
The

seek her hand.
Two gallants wooed the rose of the
D'Estes, both of the Chilombia·aristocracy uud both of the stair from
which dictators and presidents are
made—Senor Caballero and Seuor Loch
Of these two Esmcreluu up
invar.
peured to favor the latter, to his rival's
great discomfiture.
The bltuuiion irked Cubullcro'H sjui

True, he might pistol or knife his eue
my returning some pleasant night fro.o
But lie
serenading his Inamorata.
knew that suspicion would at once i:;·

directed toward him and 1:1.4 chances
of wlnniug Esraerelda forever destru.
ed.
He mljht challenge his foe to
duel, but Lochiuvar was a better :;!i <;
than he.
Decidedly things could n-.it
What was the remedy':
be worse.
Like a homing pigeon, he turned to tiltrace—a revolution.
Caballero bat himself down to lliin..
a thing he did only ou special oc<
The lines of revoiutluUui·.·
slons.
cleavage must be such that he aud
Papa D'Estes should iin.l themselves
on ouc side aud Lochiuvar ou tinother. The smoke of his cigurro fur
nlsiied Inspiration.
Ouly two kinds of tobacco are s;nok
ed In ChilomLia—Bogota and La Pu::
Caballero and Papa D'Estes wore ol
the cremators of Bogota, while Lochinvar clave to those wlu calcined La

refuge of his

There was liO per cent duty on
Bogota, only -to on l.a raz. m ere v.;is
revolutionary tinder with a vengeance
Caballero quietly kindled the Hume.
Soon the |»opuli!ce were boiling like a
superheated chocolate i>ot. The hot
blood of the descendants of the Incus
must be let.
There
Then came the explosion.
were belN. bullets, bayonets, brickbats
and bluff ad libitutu.
liy day they
slew one another at the barricades; by
night they l'r.*.ternized in I lie cafes over
brimming flagons of aguardiente. Λ
Paz.

delicate mutual courtesy

smoking.

prevented any

The adherents of Bogota won. Loch
invar tied to the mountains to remain
In retirement until the uext revolution
In a fever of patriotic excitement the
duty on Bogota was abolished ami the
Importation of La Paz utterly forbidden. Behold at last a just and stable
government! Tnere would never be
any move revolutions. Everybody was
puffing Bogota. I.n Paz was synonyBut they still
mous with high treason.

irrigated with aguardiente; nothing
could prevent that.
Caballero's comet was at Its zenith.
The dictatorship lay within his gm«p
lie called Papa D'Estes Into consultation ami formally requested the hand
of Senorlta Esmerelda. lie promised
his future brothers-in-law the highest
positions In the Cldloinblan state.
Ills daughter the wife of the dictator! Ills sous leadiug members of the
government! Papa D'Estes' feelings
overcame him. The seven young bloods
of his house raked their sombreros a
trifle lower than ever. But Esmerelda
remained tearfully true to her absent

lover and. despite parental urging,
steadfastly repelled the advances of
Cabnllero.
Meanwhile Lochlnvar was wasting
no time. He pawned an ancestral g >i«l

purchased

mine and

100,000 La

Pa/,

cigarros and 10,000 llasks of aguardiThese were brought over the
ente.

passes on llamas and cached In a convenient cave.
A month passed, and still Esmerelda
Popular
held out against Caballero.
enthusiasm for the new government
had begun to cool.
One day a messenger brought a note
to Papa D'Estes. He read It. frowning, but returned a reply. That night
a long black coffer was smuggled Into
the rear entrance of his mansion. A
score of similar boxes had been secretly conveyed to the abodes of other,
families.
At midnight In a double barred and
bolted chamber the black coffer was
placed on trestles. Papa D'Estes stood
at its head, and little Brother Cristofero at Its foot, while the six other
brethren were ranged three on either
It was
side. The box was opened.
filled to the brim with cigarros of La
Paz.
Among them nestled a goodly
number of peculiarly shaped bottles.
At last a date was set for the wed-

prominent

of Caballero and the unwilling
Esmerelda. But as the dictator's ardor Increased that of Papa D'Estes
and the seven brothers perceptibly
cooled. For six weeks not a roll of La
Paz hnd been emoked openly In Chi-

ding

tombla. But now the people l>egan to
The daily Journals
tire of Bogota.
voiced vague hints of tyranny. Steal-

Spring Medicine
~

The best is Hood's Sarsaparilla. It
is the best because it does the most good.
While it makes the blood pure, fresh
it tones the stomach to betand

lively,

digestion,
An

creates

unequaled

timonials in

two

an

list of

cures—40,366

years—proves its merit.

Un. J. P. G··. M

•I»,

tlon
Boe,y^. HooSToo.. Low·». Μ·μ. «pring
Guabantkkd under (be Food and Drags Act,

or mue·

OouMJtmt. 8Uraeh»m.

H tfm

June

his sous procrastinated. They spoke
casually of Lochlnvar-s well known
skill with pistol and rifle. Finally the

dictator started on the trail of the lovThe father and the seven brethren followed, but without enthusiasm.
In the middle of the afternoon they
came In sight of Lochlnvar and Esmerelda hastening along a nairow
road cut In the rocky wall of a deep
canyon. Just ahead a swinging bridge
of ropes and wooden crosspleces spanned the river sullenly murmuring 3.000
feet below. On the other side of the
gorge the road ran north to Bogota,
south to La Paz. Once across, If the
fugitives could destroy the bridge they
would be safe.
Caballero shouted triumphantly and
spurred his Jaded horse forward. Lochlnvar hastened across the span with
Esmerelda. Ere they reached the middle the dictator had dismounted and
set foot upon the swaying structure.
Lochlnvar looked back and took In
the situation. He drew his machete.
One quick slash, and the left cable
The bridge hung
sprang asunder.
quivering. Heedless of the cry of horror behind, he dropped his knife, gathered the fainting Esmerelda In his
arms and staggered across to safety.
The dictator was bo far advanced
that it was as safe for him to keep on
Just as the last stride
as to return.
parted he tfulued the eolld rock not
fifty feet behind the fugitives who
Ill lth
were hurrying toward La Paz.
α crv of triumph he started In pursuit.
A shout from the other side made
him halt. He looked across the gorge.
There stood the D'Estes family In line,
plglit Mausers swung carelessly In their
left hands, eight monitory right forefingers pointing toward Bogota. The
liclator was on the wrong side of tl »
For a hundred miles either way
river
It would
there was no other bridge.
be days before he could get back to
ers.

Meanwhile
the capital of Chllombla.
the new revolution would have made
his presence unnecessary.
Caballero took a step toward La I az.
Seven Mausers went up to seven rl-rht
shoulders, all but little brother Cristofero's who was left banded. His went
Eight forefingers touch
ed eight trlgsers.
Caballero stopped, ne was too good
He faced
α mark against the rock.
up to his left.

about and maledicted the entire male
branch of the house of D'Estes.
I apa
and dead, born and unborn.
D'Estes smiled grimly, lowered hi*
Mauser and lit a La Pa* cltfarro. Ditto Brother Alfonso. Ditto all tl». oth

living

It «'as as good as a comic opera.
After Caballero grew weary of cursing lie turned bis steps toward
The D'Estes family camped In the
road that night to make sure he would
not try to repass In the darkness Then
they returned to Chllombla and eut,
ueered the revolution that put: tten «»
control of the state aud fulfilled the
most ambitious dreams for
ers

parents'

their
When Lochlnvar and his bride came
back after their honeymoon, they were
received with open
In town was smoking La Paz. and they
seven sons.

arms^

were

still drinking

Everybody

aguardiente.

Motion of Planet· and Satellite».
All the planets travel the same way
This Is true not only of the
round.
pight primary planets, but of the asteroids. Agalu. all the secondary planets or satellites travel the same way
round, this direction of revolution being the same as that in which the planets revolve around the sun. except the
satellites of Uranus, which, however,
can hardly be said to have auy direction of motion with reference to the
general level In which the planetary
system circuits, for they travel in
planes nearly square to that level.
Lastly, as respects direction of motion,
all the planets whose rotation has been

observed, including our earth and tnoon
and the sun also, rotate on their axes
in the same direction. It must be understood that this direction is one and
the same for all these motions—the revolutions of the planets around the sun.

of the satellites around the planets and
of the planets on their axes. It seems
natural to infer that the uniformity Is
the result of some general condition affecting the whole scheme from the be

ginning.—Kichard A. Proctor.

A Poor Start.
There was a gloom on Mr. Fowler's
countenance which nothing save the
lack of some desired article-of food
had ever been known to produce.
"What's the matter, Ezra?" queried
Mr. Fowler's nearest neighbor, after a
glance at his lugubrious face. "FlapJacks given out over at your house?"
"Worae'n that!" groaned the distressed one. "You know 'twasn't apple
year, and we've got so low already
m' wife says we can't have any more
apple pie for breakfast."
"Can't you make out If you have It
noon an' night?" asked the neighbor,
without a smile.
"Can. ljecause I've got to," said Mr.
Fowler testily. "But I tell ye it upsets
me. starting In the day wrong like

that!"—Youth's Companion.
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Cant Be Coined.

Gallj-Why don't you cheer up? Ev·

try cloud has a silver lining. Dumps—
That may all be. but did yon ever see

anybody that could cola lt?-Detrolt
Free Pre··.

o'her girls. There lia α uever a word
been KalJ of money.
"Going, going, gone—to Mise Podmore for (ive.M
Billy's voice broke in
on her reverie. "Better take that glass
right off. Miss rod more, nnd the marble. too. so as it won't «et smashed.
Dick, here, will he!»» you. And you
might us well bid up on the rest of the
set. It'x a fînr.'e to bre^k It."
"Land, I <1—»*l want Hk· heavy old

Gone at Five
... By ...
LOUISE NERRiriELD.

Copyright.

1007,

by

E.

C.

ParcelU.

■tuff!" o"'·!"!. "1 S tie I'xlniore, stariu.îr blankly at ϋ .· Μ.·» old bureau. "My
ceiling's too low ior that top piece,
I
and it's so heavy to lug around.
only bid up live because it did aeem
I f.!t as \( we were fairsir li a pity.
ly insulting the o|»| thing cheapening

"And now. Indien and gentlemen, we
bare this tine old piece of black walnut. Must bave cost at least $75 fifty
yenrs a>ro. .hiPt observe the haud carving, will yon? Every one of those
bunches of acorns is band carved. Mirror real French bevel. See that initial
hand carved right Into tbe wood on
top? That capital Κ stands for Klttredge, and this here bureau is part of

It so. But I don't want It."
Didn't want it when It was worth Its
weight in gold to her! Grandma Kittredtte crossed over to where Dick Lane
was trying tj ta!;c !':2 screws out «if
the mirror, the screws that had not
been loosened for fifty-two ye>rs un i

tbe original black walnut, marble topped liedroom suit that old Grandpa Kittredge bouuht in Boston fifty-two years ca::ie out hard.
ago. Ain't that ko, .Mrs. Kittredge?"
"It's fea.frl h^fiy, Mis' Kittredg»."
Standing near the veranda titeps was he said, tippin·» it up n?aln:t a trc.· to
Grandma Kittredge,' slender, erect and get r.t the I i<\? be tc;\ arid the:i sou'OdigniUcd In her mourning. Her sweet thing happened—Fomethi!"' kj agnizing
old face was tear stained, but cour- that It Kioppe I the wh ile Kittredge
ageous, ns she watched her precious auction, for as Dick's hands pulled < :i
furniture gj under the hammer, piece the hand carved, acofti trimmed b »tby piece. It was hard, nobody knew tom piece alo::-r t!·? «Id:· it gave way

how hard, but they were all kind to
her, and even old Billy Masters, the
auctioneer, was making It Just us easy
for her as be could, and, standing next
to bet*, one arm around ber waist and
tbe other band holding hers In a close
clasp of loviug comfort, was KittyKitty. for whose sake.the old borne and
all It held were beiug sold.
With that soft, young band holding
hers the strength came back to ber as
she remembered what It meant for Kitty's fake each time one of tbe old
dear things was sold, and now, even
when tbe first piece of ber wedding
suit was put up, she smiled bravely,
closed her eyes to force back tbe tears

:t. and there in
In his grasp ai.d fell
the bright sunsh!.le lay e::p>:e.l Jud/e
KlttredgeV. private home In.;·!».
"Of e-mr-i '. -.'rai; > !.n, you"! do Jti«t
as ycu pic;, ■<?." Kitty t'.* » T!iird sdd
id
·.» an I Bt!l··
after every ο ι;» li.. I !.

Dl?!: had c: rr!·.· I : II the preelov liasold things !.:»<■!: tj tlioir places In tlio
hjuse, "bit I/iul.y and I would love to
have you Γ v.· with us in town."
Grandma Kittndgo smil'il happily to
e.i gjn:Iy back n .l
he.·. e!i and
low sewing rocke.·
fort!» in her iltl!
that Vis- ;v;'.: ore had kept her eye
·::ι
on ever since the sale had t
"Well, it':; real sweet of y -ι to
bo, dearie," she answered, "; t d f 1;
·'<
·'·
you lmth mean it. but as Ion·: is
: 'i
the means to kesp it with—how
:t
did Dudley say your grandpa h:. !
nd
In that drawer—twelve thousand
some odd?
Well, I kind of think that
ΓΪΙ stay rteht here. You «-au come out
to visit me often, and there may be

and answered:
"That Is so, Billy."
They had bought it ou tbelr wedding
trip-the black walnut "set," us she
called it. It bad been made to order in
Boston, and she remembered how
proud she had Itecn of even the Initial
on each headpiece, the initial that site
had taken for her own through life only
a few weeks before.
'There's nothing too good for my
bride to take back borne with ber,"
Tom Kittredge bad said proudly. "And
you shall have tbe marble tops. too.

others to consider, you know."
"Others?" said Kitty tho Third In-

quiringly.

And today old Billy
Marble tops!
telling her neighbors to bid up,
that even the marble tops were worth
buying for gravestones; real, good,
(lawless marble was cettlUK so scarce.
The tears forced their way through
her lushes this time, and Kitty junior,
seeiiu them full ou the baud she held,
her lips and kissed them
raised It
was

In style again."
And while she folded her arms about
the girlish figure kneeling beside her
the sweet old face was full of a half
merry, quizzical tenderness as she added, "Some day when mission style's
gone out of date, dearie, so we'll keep
every dear old piece that came from
come

Boston years ago."

away.
"Don't cry, grandma," she whispered.
"I'll win It all back for you, dearest.
Don't you
lUfU

Salt and Fresh Water Lakes.

cry."

Willie

uinj

a

vuicc auuuuuu

Fresh wntor l:ik**s

iu.

off she cloned her eyes to shut out his
figure standing 011 one of her diniug
room chaire, shut out the scattered
crowd of old neighbors and strangers
that spread out over the lawn In front
of the Mb colonial Klttredge homestead, uud reasoned It all out with
herself a^aln-how It must be for Kit
ty's sake. Kitty the Third, as they had
called her when Kitty the Second had
laughed and cried the tirst time her
buhy daughter was laid in her arms bj
Kitty the First. And today Kitty the
First was only poor old Grandma Kittreilge, and Kitty tlie Second lay up
under the pines in the Judge's family
lot on tho hillside next to the judge
himself, and only little seventeen-year
old Kitty was left.
It was right that the girl should have
the full benetit from the old place,
Grandma Klttredge told herself over
She. toa. would be
and over ar.ulu.
sleeping up under ι In· | inej before
long, and theu only little Kitty the
Third would l>e left, and what good
would all the old fashioned furniture
be to lier? Dudley liked new things,
and they were going to live in New
She
York after they were married.
had heard him telling Kitty how artistically and effectively he would furnish up an apartment for her, "all in

mission style."
Grandma Klttredge had wondered
vaguely what the mission style was.
bat she said nothing. It was perfectly
natural for Kitty to want her own
thing*. Just as that other Klttv years
ago had wanted to go up to Boston and
have the Joy of buying her own things
Of course
for the home wonderful.
Kitty the Third couldn't understand
how she loved each piece of furniture.
How could she
She was too young.
feel sad over the old bureau without
the memory of the little baby garments that had l»een tucked away In

Its drawers years and years ago, ο
the dear old solid mirror that had reflected the face of that other bride
from Boston and lieslde her. bending
over her shoulder, the laughing, merry,
Fiftytender eyed Tom Klttredge?
two years ago It was, but how cou
Klttv understand? But it was for the
best—surely it was all for the l*stGrondma Klttredge kept telling herself, for the young people wanted to
go to New York to live, and she was to
go too. They were very, very kind to
She could not stay in the old
her.
house all alone, and, then, there was
no money to keep It up with.
Monev? She had hardly ever bothered about the word until the Judge
There had always been
had died.
plenty of money. She had never even
asked how much or what was left
Judge was the Judge-that wa4
Ills father had owned the
enough.
bl" white colonial mansion upon the
hill l>efore him, and even the new trolley line that cut across the front lawn
In the luterests of modern bnpro\ements had not taken the beauty and

The

"Others, grandma?"

may be Kitty the Fourth
some day. dear heart, who would love
the old place and even the furniture
some day. dearie, when you are old,
too, and I am up with grandpa on the
hill, and black walnut furniture has
"There

Kitty, darling."

Th# Primary Color·.
dlgnitv away from the old place.
But "after that last quiet ride in tje
Primary colors are the colors Into
which white light is separated by the .prliig sunshine out to the pines on the
dispersion of a prism. Those named hlUside they had tcM
by Newton are red, orange, yellow, carefully, so as not to worr) her too
green, blue. Indigo and violet. Artists much, that there was no money left
reduce these to three, red, yellow and that the Judge had left nothing excel
°"*
blue. Scientists generally consider red, the old borne and the laod It3*
< "
green and blue to represent the priShe had tried «<> hard t., rewon It
mary color sensations, and In one the- (or herself. It »aa ·»>' "
ory there are supposed to be three tlituiw K" ttlong lite that ™
sets of nerves In the retina which can her And they had ulwavs lud plenty.
respond to these three colors. The idea Kltf had gone to'college with the
of three primary colors is that from

Familiar.
Visitor—Will' you tell your master
that I called? Servint—Yes, sir, If you
will pleas· tell me your name. Visitor
—That la unnecessary. He knows me
quite well.—Wanderer.

tes-

œedlcln·.
to W thl»."

and hie best man set ont for the cathedral
As they turned a corner the perfume of an Invisible clgarro drifted to
the dictator's nostrils. He paled and
became silent It was La Paz! The
tide was turning. The revolutionary
peudulnm hud begun Its counter swing.
But he determined, at any rate, to
make sure of Esmerelda. He waited
ot the church for half an hour. Then
came a messenger posthaste from the
D'Estes household to say that the
wedding must be ludeflnitely postponed. Esmerelda had fled that morning to the mountains with IiOChlnvar.
He urged
Caballero was furious.
Immediate pursuit. Papa D'Estes and

the combination of these three all hues
may be produced which are to I*
fonud In white light.

appetite, stimuand
liver,
gives new
lates the kidneys
brain, nerve and digestive strength.

ter

thy vrhi.T:i, elusive scents of Lu Paz
permeated the Chllomblan atmosphere.
The wetî'lng (lay arrived. Caballero

are

always only

of rlvers, «hit» to the particular t i*>oicra(>l>fejiI configuration of a
valley. They are all characterized by
the fact that the water that they receive runs out either continuously or
Intermit tntly and that the chemical
constitution of their water remain»
constantly the same as that of tho

expansion*

streams and rivers of the mime region.
Salt lakes, on the other hand, are always « I isc'.l basins, without outlet, and
th -ir water M removed only by surface
These facts being well
ev:ti' >t:tlIon.
und erst cod. we s;>e at once why the
former lakes contain fresh water and
Water is uat ! s '.· oiiivrs salt water.

IIar<!!y a single
r.:rVs neat s jlve.it.
substance. simple or compound, esCotisedissolving action.
capes it
if 'Htly tin· water that tlows over the
earth's surface or in its depths contalus con : n.ly in solution substances
that Haul:/ accumulate in the great
·<«·.·\ί ir. the ocean, v.lme
common
ma■«.«. iv...ov. .1 only by evu,» «ration,
becoive; more anil more charged with
saline matter.- Paris Cosnioe.
>

j

The Home of a Genius.
was born in a small h>i;;e
In Itonn. Ilis father had inherited the
vice of drinking, ami often Beethov,·»

Beethoven

and lus younger brother were obi:,-d
to take tlieîr intoxicated father hoi: e.
He was never known to utter an unkind word about lite man who made
his youth so unhappy, and he never
failed to resent it when a third pers m
spoke uncharitably of ids fat hern
frailty. Young Beethoven was thin
taught man} a severe lesson In the
hard school of adversity, but his trials
were not without advantage to hltu.
They gave to his character that ir >u
texture which upheld him tinder ids
heaviest burdens.

The Influence of Books.
Books have always a secret Influence
We cannot at
on the under standing
pleasure obliterate Ideas. He that
reads hooks of science, though without
will
any desire fixed of Improvement,
He that entergrow more knowing.
tains himself with moral or religious
treatises will Imperceptibly advance in
goodness. The ideas which are often
offered to the mind will at last find a
to
lucky moment when It Is disposed

receive them.—Samuel Johnson.

Precious Spices.
There are portions of the globe today
where spices are worth more than gold
or silver. "In the arctic region splcos
are essential to health and happiness,"
wrote an explorer. "A dash of pepper,
α pinch of ground cinnamon, α little
nutmeg or a piece of ginger root re-

vives the Jaded appetite wonderfully
In the north. I have seen shipwrecked
sailors tight over an ounce of spices
with more flerecness than they ever
did for money."

This One Especially.
From a Paris paper we take the following conversation In α police court:
The PresJdeiiP-It appears from your
record that you have been thirty-seven
times previously convicted. The Prisoner (sententiously)—Man is not per
feet.—London Globe.

Mnti Is greater than a world, thiin
systems of worlds. There Is more mystery in the tinioii of soul with body

than in the creation of α universe.—
lletiry Giles.

The effect of Scoffs Emulsion
pale children if magical

on

thin,

It makes them plump, rosy, active, happy.
It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
hgr little folk.
ALL DRUGGISTS t BOc. AND SI.OO.

Xht

ΦχίσνΑ

gcraocrat,

School of

«"Blag, the Sunday
^Sunday
the Congregational church gtn a very

much slckTHE DOiNOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL pleasing ooncert. Although
neea prevailed among the scholars, a
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
very enjoyable programme was presented, consisting of m α ale and refutation·.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, APR. 16, 1907.
The decoration* were* very tasty. The
Parte MIL
an
pwtor, Rev. C. N. Gleaeon, read
A ΤWOOD A FORBES,
original Kaater story which was mncb
Mnch credit Is doe the superrim Baptlat Church, Bar. B. O. Taylor, pastor enjoyed.
HlHf
PnpiMni·
who
every Sonday at 10 M a. m. Sunday intendent, Mies Belle Purington,
Preaching
roun.
K.
a.
Θμμμι M. Atwood.
Sabbath Ivenlng Service at wae
School at It Muntiring In ber effort· for it· ·αο7 Λ» P. M. T. P. S. C. *. Tuesday «renin*.
oeu.
Praret Meeting Thuiaday evening at 7 JO. Cove*p· Charle· Avers Mason arrived from
Tuu «1 JO a year If paid strictly In adiaace. nant Meetingthe laat hWMWor· the lrt
out·.
4
a
copie·
All
not
Otherwise #3.00 year. Steele
San-lay ofth· month at la» P. *·
Alberta, B. C., Monday, and he and hla
Invited.
are
connected
otherwise
oordlally
All legal advert
will spend some time with bis
Unlveraaliet Church.
Sunday School every family
given three nonsecure Insertions tor $1JO Sunday at 10.-49A.M.
Miss Mason, and with Mrs. Msslstw,
contracts
Special
psrbeklslesgtliotwlaas.
son's family In Portland.
made with local, transient aad yearly adverUaA foot and a half of heavy snow fell
Wallace H. Camming* purchased lut
era.
matched Tuesday and Wednesday giving a winter·
New type, fa·* presse·, electric week a handsome and valuable
Job Pawruio
power, experienced workmen aad low prie·· pair of hone· for hie stage and livery ish appearance to everything.
combine to make this department of oar bari- buaineaa.
Mrs. Harriet Weed, formerly of Cleveneea complete aad popular.
We are glad to report that H. B. Ham- land, O., who has made ber home in
mond continue· to improve and was able Bethel the past five years, hss gone to
■di«le corn*.
Massachusetts for the summer. Later
to be up for a short time Saturday.
cents
Single Copie· et the Democrat are toer
Arthur Cole underwent a second oper- she intends to go to Europe for her son
of
oa
by
receipt price
each. They will be mailed
his arm at the Maine General and daughter to complete their studies in
the publishers or for the convenience of patroas ation upon
Jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on Hospital last week, the first having fail- music and art
:
•ale at the following place· la the County
Mr. and Mrs. Peabody and family, of
ed to heal as it should. He is doing
ihurtlef's Drug Store.
south Pari·,
Massachusetts, have leased Miss True's
nicely and will return home soon.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway.
Rev. Alfreda Brewster, representing house for the summer. Mrs. Peabody
Stone's Drug Store.
A tfred Cole. Postmaster.
the W. C. T. U., will speak in the Bap- has been a patient of Dr. J. G. Gehring
BuchOel·!.
Mrs. Harlow. Port Offlee.
Pari· 11 111,
tist church Friday evening, it 7:30 p. m., for some time.
*amue1 T. White.
Weet Paria.
Mrs. Rufus Shillings and little daughupon the subject of temperance. Miss
r. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Brewster is a fine speaker and comes
Harvard. Mass., are visiting
recommended as a lecturer. A Mrs. Shillings' parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
highly
Coming Event·.
collection will be taken.
W. Grover.
Loren B. Merrill is in Portland, where
The Klark-Urban Co. filled a three
be speaks this Monday evening before nights' engagement at Odeon Hall this
May 7.—Oxford Pomona Granite, Bethel.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
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Spring Salts.

Mount Mica gems, both cut and uncut.
Hosiery.
Probably no other man in Maine is so
Buy the Best.
familiar with the tourmaline, at every
Annual Lace Curtain su t Bug Sale.
Base Ball
ntage, from its hiding place in the
Your Own Choice.
to the finished stone ready for
ground
14.
i-K
American Law,
setting, as Mr. Merrill, and his talk is
Ο. K. Clifford.
sure to be of great interest to those who
Spring footwear
hear it.
Milage and Farm Pro|>ertv.
To Let.
U. H. Ileald, who has during the past
Boar for Service.
few months made an extended trip
Bronchial Trouble·.
Women Pay More
across the country and spent consider100 Acres, «1.1)00.
able time in California, arrived home
For Sale.
last week.
Mrs. £. H. Cammings has enlarged
Ex-Governor Perham.
two of the bedrooms in her house, and is
diemost
One of Oxford County's
also fitting up a bath room.
George R. Hammond and crew are
tinguiehed citizens has passed away in
and
the death of Ex-Governor Sidney Per making good progress remodeling
repairing the F>trbes bouse, recently
ham, at the ripe age of 88 years. There
purchased by Charles L. Case, and which
is inspiration for every young man in tbe will be occupied as a summer home by

»»d Wednesday sailed for Naples, and
thence will go to Rome to visit her

parents.
Miss Marjorie Phiibrook of Shelburne,
Ν. H., gave a house party to about

twenty of her friends, the party being
composed of teachers and students from
Gould Academy where she is a member
of the senior class.

Mr. Chester Wheeler, who has so successfully managed the Bethel creamery,
lias purchased Mr. Bradford's interest
which makes him practically sole owner
of Bethel are to be conThe

people

I gratulated as it settles the question of
Mr. Wheeler's remaining here, and he Is
too good a citizen to lose and too effi-

link in the chain of distinguished statesThe schools of Bethel will open Monof a former generation that has I day, April 22d.
given to Paris Hill a reputation far I Sunday evening, Edward H. Emery,
Peary has been granted three years beyond the borders of Maine. Yet it is Held secretary of the Civic League, will
more leave of absence from the navy to
not so much of Governor Perharn as a I address the people who will unite in a
discover the north pole, and will starl
statesman, but as a beloved friend and I service at the Congregational church.
thai
it
in
do
He can
again July 1st.
neighbor, that Paris Hill feels its keenest I The lecture will be illustrated by the
time IF anybody can.
loss. Here was his I stereopticon.
sense of personal
home during his active and mature as
Monday evening. Miss Alfreda BrewTbe Isle of Pines is not American well as during his declining years. Here I ster will speak In Bethel.
was I
Thursday evening an illustrated lecture
territory, but belongs to Cuba, says tbe his family was reared; from here he
United States Supreme Court. Cuba three times elected to the highest office Ion Norway, Europe, will be given In
of Maine and Odeon Hall by Rev. Olaf Taodberg id
may some time be American territory, in the gift of the people
and with it the Isle of Pines, but until three times to represent them in the I Berlin, under the auspices of the Ladies'
stand
will
at
National House
Washington, and to Circle of the Universalist church.
that time comes, that decision
Paris Hill he retired for the needed rest
as most righteous judgment.
Greenwood.
following his arduous public labors.
I
While he spent his winters in WashYesterday morning a certain person
The
Faruiington Chronicle speaks ington, and kept closely in touch with I arose, and on looking out of the window
right out regarding the extortionate National affairs to the last, it was to tasked the following significant question:
rates established for box rents by tbe Paris Hill that bis heart and mind were •'Let's see," said he, "Is this April or
post office department. It has othei always reverting and he constantly antic- I February?'' And no marvel that he put
complaints to make regarding the regu- ipated the return of spring and his re- I the question in that way; for, laying
lations of the department as affecting turn to his summer home and legion of aside everything that savors of joking
the public, but tbe box rents are the friends in Oxford County. His dignified I and coming down to sober facts, the past
chief trouble. And now you come to and kindly bearing, his cheerful and I winter and spring thus far have been in
think of it, isn't your Uncle Samuel optimistic disposition, his incorruptible I Home respects at least the most reniarkmaking his prices pretty steep at all honesty and exemplary life will remain a lable in many years.
offices?
fragrant memory. Of none could it more I There was a brief but copious rain the
truly be said: "None knew him but to I ast week in October, since which there
love him, norne named him but to I hss not been more than enough to make
Secretary Taft on hie visit to Panama praise "
lone first-class summer shower if all put
went down to the bottom of one of the
The funeral service at hi· late home together. In the first place there ha«
test holes made to investigate the here
Sunday afternoon was of the simple I not been the storage amount of moistur«
foundation for the (iatun dam. Thic character best suited to the desires of I since the time
spoken of, and «rhat has
ought to demonstate that the "sofl the man. It was conducted by the Kev. I fallen has been snow instead of rain up
rock" which is so much of a problem ii John Van Scbaick, Jr., who is Gov.
to the present day, the last fall of sno*
strong enough to hold up the dam.
Perhara's pastor in Washington, and is I said to be 15 inches, and has hardly bealso Assistant Chaplain of the United I gun to liquefy at this writing.
States Senate. Mr. Van Schaick spoke I After that first April snow storm the
edidiscourses
Farmer
The American
with great power and pathos dwelling snowfieas appeared in great numbers,
molasses."
tree
about
"sugar
torially
largely on the deceased Governor's I and sfter a day or two they disappeared
Gosh!
personality. An abstract of the address las suddenly as they came. Where did
may be given in the next issue. The I they come from, and where did they go
interment was at Bryant's Pond Monday. to? I have Webster's and Worcester'e
The base ball hero still leads the
dictionaries, two cyclopedias and a
world. At least two other suicides
natural history, yet cannot find any
Mexico.
th<
have been reported as inspired by
reference to that bumble but interesting
Here and There.

J

men

I
j

Twenty-five inches of enow fell, actual
•elf-destruction of "Chick" Stab!, the
I measurement, during this week's three
noted ball player.
I days' storm.
I Thirty-two years ago, perhaps it was
we had a heavy fall ol
I
The all-absorbing Thaw trial baa thirty-three years,
I 'now on the first day of May. The peocome to a result which is, from the legal
of this vicinity attended a tin or crysI
point of view, a most "feeble, lame and I pie
tal wedding party given by Henry F
impotent conclusion"—a disagreement
and wife. At midnight, I. Κ
of the jury. While much of the interest (Smith
Gleason. J. W. Richards, and Ε. E.
displayed in the trial is undoubtedly due I
left the party, went to their
to the promptings of man's baser nature, Hayes
hitched up their horses, two
it is nevertheless truo, as Julian Haw- I !(.»mes,

J

|

four-horse
I two-horse teams, and one
I team, went to Bryant's Pond and returned with heavy sled loads of merchandise
I for our store·, getting back to Mexico
I about 2 o'clock p. m. We had had
I wheeling for some days, many had done
I plowing and a few had done sowing and

thorne says, that the trial is the greatest
human document of the age. And the
lesson to be drawn, which is illustrated
in every character in the drama, is the
old lesson, thousands of years old and
yet forever as true as when the mind ol
man first began to grasp its significance,
"The way of the transgressor is hard."

I planting.
I

Some sixty year· ago Dixfleld village
people planted gardens the fifth of May
On the morning of the Oth there was β

the papers announce the for
I inchea of "beautiful snow" on the
mation of a "rubber trust." Just as if ι
On Fast Day, probably in 1842
rubber trust hadn't existed for years; ai >I ground.
or 1843, near the closing days of April
if it hadn't steadily put up the price on 1 I
there was about twenty inches of snow
rubber goods, till the flimsiest kind ol
I that had just fallen. The young men
rubber stuff sells for twice what gooc
indoor games until the middle ol
stuff used to cost. But the worst I played
the afternoon, then went out and engagfeature of the trust is that it bas just ai
led in a snowball tight with the older
steadily debauched the rubber business land married men. Thoe. J. Cox had a
by reducing the quality, till it is im "tall slick" hat spoiled in the battle,
possible at any price to obtain fir*t-clas« I ulass was broken from the old Samuel
people of the younger
goods, and the know
what good ruboei Morrill tavern windows, and finally the
generation don't
I boys drove the men to cover. Young
is. "Rubber trust," indeed!
I men who were participant· in that battle
were Joseph Farwell, Daniel Knight, AIThe Passing of Fast Day.
I bert Ward Park, "Gov." Albion Barnard
Old customs and institutions die hard
Henry O. Stanley, Mason and Wallace
I Eustis, with scores of others, most ol
especially those which have histori<
sine*
I whom are now on the other shore.
significance. It is not many years
the Maine towns were annually choosing
Charles Stanley ha· given up hi· meat
becmw
and
pound keepers,
I business. Albert D. Virgin, who has
hog reeves
officers
such
for
a
use
once
was
there
been with Mr. Stanley since be came
thou g for many years their election wai I here, has opened a meat and proviaioo
merely a farce. It really took eomi I store in the new building erected by Mr
courage on the part of the last legislatun I Stanley, occupying that part of the «tore
to abolish an institution which has exist next to the grocery store. The otbei
ed since colonial days, and bad its origit part ie being nicely fitted for an ioe
In the earliest history of New England- I cream saloon and soda fountain by Stan
Fast Day.
ley, who is to occupy it. W. L. Noble
Although the institution and the nam< I occupies all of tbe apper «tory as a pool
have been preserved, the original functioi room, barber shop and periodical atore.
of the day has long been lost sight of I Mr. Noble has a journeyman barber with
like that of the hog reeve. Establisbet I him, and employs Wallace Gleason at
as a religious, or at least asemi-religioui I salesman and helper.
institution, it had become merely th< I Herbert O. Gleason la having the lumspring holiday, which got everybody oui ; ber hauled with which to build a house
doors if the weather was suitable, ant I and stable on the lot just north of th<
marked the opening of the base ball sea I old Osgood Gleason stand.
son where winter did not linger too long
I At a special town meeting on Saturday,
in the lap of spring.
the tttb, tbe sum of *22,000 was raised tc
The legislature rose to its opportuni I build a new ochool house in place of tb<
ties in oue respect, and abolished Fas I one recently burned. The contract bat
Day, and that time-honored sacred in been awarded to Ieaac H. Dunn. The
stitution is gone forever. But it recog : plans call for a building 85 χ 75 feet wltli
nlzed the need and the exceeding grea a wing 30 χ 75 feet. There will be tec
value of a spring holiday; and so it gavi I rooms which will include a laboratory
Patriots' Day, April 19—ι
us instead
and two recitation rooms. The building
date commemorating an event in on
will be finished in hard pine and will b<
I
shouh
American
which
any
history
up-to-date throughout. There will b<
blush with shame not to know.
two large play room· in the basement
Patriots' Day comes on Friday of thi
It la expected that the school roomi
week. Its historical significance shoo If I will accommodate 400 pupils when com
not be lost sight of, but whatever els
pleted, and will contain new furnishings
to get out doors if th<
jou do, don't fail
>1
weather permits. After being cooped u|
t1 «toron.
all winter, this is your chance to fil II
air for all da? I Mr. A. H. Brainard,
principal ol
yonr lungs with freeb
Get out doors, and lame yourself u| 1 Gardner, Mass., High School, who bai
playing ball, and let the April breeze I been spending the vacation at Dr.
tan your cheeks three shades deep. 1 * Cran·'·, returned to Gardner Saturday.
Mrs. Brainard will remain with hei
will do yon more good than a dozen bot
ties of sarsaparilla—even of those not 1 f»t her a few days longer.
excellent preparations which are ad I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whitney are al
Mr. Leon Whitney's.
vertised in this paper.
Mi** Bertha Packard got home from
William Steadman, who broke out ο f New Turk Saturday.
Mrs. Benson Phillip·!· at home from
the Hancock County jail at Ellsworth 01 ι
Maine General Hospital anc
the night of March 28th and made ι the Central
she is doing well.
violent assault upon Sheriff Mayo, wa ι we hear
Mr. Allen, a piano tuner, ia in towi
Mil
captured Tuesday in a camp nearmile
week.
bridge. Mllbridge is about thirty hi, ιι this
Mrs. H. A. Cnanman has been at Me
from Ellsworth. After he gained
follow chanio Falla a few davs visiting relative·
liberty Steadman was persistently aad
hit
The snow storm thia week has beet
ed by oounty and local officials
the season, althougb
a matter ο f one of the worst of
capture was considered only
time. Be asade a hard «fight to gm ! not cold.
now

,|

—■—

■

»|

bat was handicapped by ool< I
weather aod now storm·

away,

»»ssj?sjW§e
££i
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ftitatoS? Γbwod
citarss ϊ2Τ"«Λΐα1 Ei
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Ttoothwdg
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SSSVowi
understand

belong

There was do grange meeting
aetdaj on aoooont of the atom.

Wed

Uigmonm

neighbor»,

is quite plenty on the bath morning indicated.
sugar makers say it has
Mies Laura Dean, who baa been coin
not been a very favorable year.
fined to her bed all winter under the
Mrs. F. B. Schoonover went to Biston care of a trained nurae, ia not
ber many frienda had
Tuesday with her little daughter Mary, from her illness

Maple syrup
market, yet the

It demonstrates his sod, Charles C. Case. Externally
life of Mr. Perham.
the house will be but little changed, but cient a manager of a business that means
man
that a
may be very much a
interior will be re- I much to Bethel to make any change.
a portion of the
man of affairs, may go into public life,
and it will be put in good reW. S. Wight has just dosed his singarranged,
termmay even be what is sometimes
pair.
ing classes in Portage, Masardis and
Miss P. N. Andrews, who has been in I Ashland, and bis work Is most favorably
ed in derision a politician, auil yet never
adherence to California for most of the winter, re- I spoken of and through his iniiuence
strictest
the
from
depart
turned last week and reopened her home I money was raised by the town of Ashprinciple, or be other than a consistent here.
land to teach music in the public schools
Christian gentleman throughout a long
Mrs. M. C. Snow is at her home here I there. He will now work in the Interest
of concerts in Aroostook and Penobscot
life. Such was Mr. Perham, and such for a short time.
The death of Ex-Governor Perharn, at I Counties which will be managed in May
may any man be if he will.
the ripe age of 88 years, removes the last I by Frof. Chapman personally.

And
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Rev. Eleanor B. Forbee, paator of the
Univeraaliat chorcb at Gray,
vacation of two weeka and
i
mother. Mra. Jnlia Forbee, of Eaat Buckfield. Laat Sabbath Miaa Forbee preachthe Portland Natural History Society on week and gave perfect satisfaction. The ed at Eaat Buck field for the pa·tor,
Maine tourmaline·, particularly those of hall was crowded the last evening and Rev A W. Tot tie. She is deservedly
from
Mount Mica. His talk will be illustratwith her former Weed, and
tj*ey will always receive a welcome
ed with numerous specimens of the best Bethel people.
a· the Urge attendance Seh-

ADVKRTISKMKNTs.

Others are Buying Our
Wm. C. Leavltt Co.

Il till—nril Pdii im mi—i «juiway.
A petition was reoeived by the itiU
peregrinating polecat
allroad commissioners lut week for sp11
two
la
once
«boni
every
pretty rsgularly
Romford
naoorka under my nose his |] itOTil of tb· location of the
The
Simple 11 ral!s and Bethel 8troet Hallway.
Htle liai of smelling Mita.
road ran· ihroagb the town·
justice Impels me to ut that be is strict- cι iropoaed
Romford, Hanover, Newry
Iy honest, m what Is offered Is un- ifndMexico,
Bethel. It 1· approximately thirty
sdnlterated, containing all Its origins! |i
will be standard
goods, all smell and all oilee in length. It
eleotrlowide and more too. Some mem-11 lange, and will be operated by
air.
rs of the hnman fraternity might lesrn I ty or compreaaed
Sknnk. I The company wm organised last
Mr.
s vslaable lesson from
of capital a took
What Sknnk Λ Co. advertise may be de-1 ! September. The amoont
in 1200 ahare· of #100 eaob.
pended upon. The rumor la afloat that 11 41120,000,
are: Elliott W.
there are advertisements abroad that are | The subscribers to atock
400 abarea; Everett
loweof
11
Romford,
a
with
taken
be
most
bnt
so
not
reliable,
I. Day of Romford, 399 ahares; Orville
grain of salt, If taken at all.
Wllsee "Let's" |, f. Oonyaof Romford, 399 aharea;
to
In
called
We
O, yes.
iam H. Raye, one abare; Dennla J. Mcbaby. The little immortal is caged in 11
The
ahare.
<
one
the tiniest body we ever saw. At ber I 3oy of Rumford,
of the propoaed company, until
birth, when clothed, the entire weight 11 IIrector·
in their placea,
A month's care and 11 >thera ahall be choaen
was 4 pounds.
mentioned above.
nourishment have added two pounds to 11 »re the gentlemen
the sum total. There is ample room for I
The direotora of the Lewlaton, Watergrowth between the esrtb and the eternal | rille and Aoguata Street Railway Co.
stars. Elisabeth is a heavy name for so I
nave let the contract to boild about fifty
· thing, but she will grow to It.
uilea of road to Qore Broa. of Boaton.
It will be "Aunt Lizzie" seventy yearn I
The contract calla for the conatruclion
hence, if she gels there. There are many I if nine mllee of road between Auburn
lurking places for death along the path-1 ind Mechanic Pall» and 21 milea between
way of seventy years. In a few weeks | Sabattus and Gardiner. The contract
baby will smile In its sleep, and the | For 20 mile· of road between Augusta
wonder will be what baby can be dreamind Waterville waa let conditionally,
ing of that makes it smile. In a few I that la: Providing the right of way can
more weeks baby will wake to smile and
be secured. Work ia to be begun aa
take note of the things that appear, but I toon
ae posaible and continued aa rapidCivic League, spoke in the Congregacannot be named. And the care and the I
as it can be, the contract stipulating
tional church April 14.
she will look upon as a matter! ly
tenderness
fell
that the new road ahall be completed
About eighteen inches of aoow
of course and as a part of the play.
the coming season.
during
during laat week's storm.
II
•Ό, there'* Doth In* on earth h 'If so holy
L. A. Cole baa been appointed agent of
As the Innocent heart of a child.
GOT FOOLED.
NEIGHBORS
at
thia
I
households.
American
and
of
the
Express Company
They are Idols of hearts
I •Ί was literally coughing myself to
Tliejr are angel· of God In disguise ;
place. The position waa formerly held
I
In
their
still
tresses,
His sunlight
sleeps
! death, and had become too weak to leave
by Reuben Linacott.
Ills glory β til I gleams in their eye·."
that I
Schools in town began·April 15th.
my bed; and.neighbors predicted
Record's
P.
at
J.
a
Saw
postal
picture
The W. C. T. U. held its regular meetwould never leave it alive; but they
"No sounding!
from
Johnnie
Long.
for thanka be to God, I waa
ing at Mra. Julia Bean'a last Friday.
It is a man on I got fooled,
name is half so dear.1'
Dr. King's New Diacovery.
to
Miss Haley, who has charge of the
induced
try
and is on the
school in thia village, ia boarding at horseback, pointed east,
It took just four one dollar bottles to
on the card is: "Will be
The
legend
ny.
cure the cough and restore
Eben Rounds'.
home soon." At that rate of speed I completely
me to good sound health," writes Mrs.
Last Thursday occurred the fanera' of at
now.
that he Is In Hingbam
| Eva Uncapher, of Grovertown, Stark
should
Mary, wife of James Roscoe Stone. Mrs. He hadsay
been on a visit to his invalid
Stone leaves, besides her husband and
Co., Ind. This King of cough and cold
in Colorado.
and healer of throat and lungs, is
eon Herbert at home, a daughter, Mabel, daughter
cures,
I
the
fetters
its
The Nezinscot burst
icy
of Franklin, Mass., a son, Ernest, of
by F. A. Sburtleff A Co.,
guaranteed
I
to
the
unvezed
and
free
runs
and
Pittsburg, Pa and a eon, Fred, of San 5th,
Druggists. 50c. and 11.00. Trial bottle
tol
see
I
can
least
nothing
sea—at
Francisco, Cal. The latter was unable hinder from Hall's
i free.
bridge.
Rev. Mr.
to be present at the funeral.
A VALUABLE LESSON.
was once an addition to the
There
Potter of West Baldwin officiated.
that we called the "Diily
farm
home
old
"Six
Kenyears ago I learned évaluable
Mrs. 0. S. Poore and Mrs. George
Plantation,1' that is now a part of the I lesson, writes John Pleasant of Magnolia,
nisonare quite ill.
was
It
I Uncle Thomas Record farm.
Ind. "I then began taking Dr. Klng'i
Philip Dennett and wife (Josephine woodlot when
purchased. A few acres I New Life Pilla, and the longer I take
Walker) are visiting relatives here.
I
corn
over,
were cleared and burned
them the better I And them." The]
aI
Brown field.
grown and afterwards grass. I swung
please everybody. Guaranteed by F. A,
I
than
less
there
ago.
fifty
years
Sburtleff A Co. 25 cents.
About 18 inches of snow fell during scythe
I
covered
now
it
Is
me
that
P.
tells
the day and night this week Tuesday. It J.
with trees big and little, and we have
seems almost like midwinter.
FOR SALE.
look it over together when
The high school commenced this week, planned to
"spring time comes, gentle Annie," and
Two single work wagons.
Monday, under the Instruction of the comes
for keeps. All things change.
The priformer teaolier, Mr. Storer.
Shadow and
J. A. KENNEY,
'Tie a changeful world.
mary will commence next week.
and repass over the faco
South Paris.
Mrs. J. R. Stone died very suddenly sunshine pass
and be happy,

Wwt Paris.
*1Ιγ· V P. DeCœter of leet Buckfleld Remember the free Illustrated leetare
at the Tree Baptist ohorch nest Than·
day evening, April 18, by E. H. Emery
of Sanford.
Rer. Thomas Whiteside of the Methodist church goes to Anbnrn Tuesday of
this week to attend conference. He will
be absent over Sunday and there will be
time attending to her
;
no preaching service next Snnday at the
dutiee u » Granger, ··»
Ifethodist church, but Sunday School
Ol S40 cWck. snd evening service ss usual.
Mr. and Mr·. 8. W. Dunbsm expect to
about the middle of this week to
flo«k··
rattleboro, Vt.f to visit their children
o( h.r
for several weeka.
m «be «u about to enter her
There was a dance last Priday evening
hoau to look alter the l««M' ehlekof
ens a huge hawk jaat preceeded her η at Dunham's Hall under the auspices
'è ",Bhie dinner. He suoceeded In the W. P. A. C.
The millinery opening at Mrs. F. S.
taking one little chick,
Farnum'a last week was well attended.
farther *"·
ebut the door and made Mr. Hawk a The decorations were in pink and white,
nriaoner, and in a few momenta viet aod some very pretty and styllah bats
armis abe bad bim dead at her fed. We were shown. Mrs. Farnum bad about
that Mra. DeCoater Intends eighty trimmed and ready to wear bats
have
to
* have the bird stuffed and mountedas on exhibition, a number of which
trophy Evidently Mra. DeCoater already been sold.
Advertised letters in Went Pari· post
to that claaa of ladiea ao
doea not
office April 13:
afraid of mice and such.
„
Mrs. Ralph J. Morony.
Laat Sabbath offlcera of the Methodiat
L. L. M mod.
Sunday School for the enaulng year A.
Welch.
were elected aa follows:
PuU Y&kaetl.
Superintendent-Hmw M. Mtllett.
Aesleunt— Harry Dudley.
East Brown field.
Secretary—Nellie {Jndtoy.
Mr.
Rev.
Luce, a representative of the
Treasurer—Julia Harlow.

BackftoM*

THE OXFORD BEARS.

mtablishxd leas.

little animal.
Tbe little birds are flying about the
door yard, trying to find something tc
eat, but it is feared with very poor sucthe
cess, and so will continue until
ground become* bare again.
Woodchucks and skunks be^an tc

wake up and come out iuto daylight before the last storm, one of the latter ol
which came to grief by being too conspicuous, and that was just what Frank
Morgan wanted for fox bait, and tlx
odiferous part of it in particular.
Report has it that Dr. Packard hai
sold one-half of his Jackson farm to s
man, who, with his wife has moved or
to it and is soon to have quite a numbei
of swine for the purpose of turning t
part of the large orchard into a pig

r*Bj'[D5

k°Mra

qnjta

A. Jewett was taken
ill Wednesday and Dr Caldcalled. She ia Buffering from a

E.

seriou'aly
well waa

*eVMrî.CaC.
ton

Withington waa in LewiaTuesday, returning home Wednee-

daMre.

Charles Prince went to Waterville Monday, expecting to· be ιgone from
home a month, during which time her
daughter, Mra. Bert Drummond, will
visit Washington, D. C., as » 'delegateβ
tlie convention of the Daughters of the
K

Stearns of Cambridge,
la the guest of Mi*. Mary Hall.

Mrs. C. B. Atwood la

tarn*

api

=]

BLUE 8TORK8.

recovering from

her recent attack of illness and is able
to be about the house.
Miss Gertrude Warren of North Buckfield is clerking in the frul: and confectionery store of E. L. Phioney.
W. H. Conant, the popular village barber bas recently sold out hla shop and
good will to Walter Ricker of Sabattus.
and
Mr. Conant is to take up
has secured the Allen farm In Hebron.

Sunday

of

pneumonia.

The

funeral of nature. Let 'em pass
Rev. Dr. if you can be!

services were conducted by
Tarr. She was buried from the Congregational church. The family have

farmlng

John.

Breezy Point.

We know it it a backward spring but it will
be warm and then you know you will need the
If you will come in now to look,
new suit in a hurry.
asor buy, you will find our stocks very complete and

soon

sortment

you, call

If a first

large.

early.

In all

our

time when it

ttrnyft

^The^V.

supper^and Î^Vktoeven'

Governor Cobb last week does not include the state auditor or the state
superintendent of schools. It is inferred from this that Superintendent of
Sjhools Stetson will not be renominated.

North Paris.
Miss Lizzie Churchill of Buckfield hat
been visiting her brother, C. A. Church
ill and family. Carl Churchill and a lad}

friend were at Mr. Churchill's and Mias
Churchill returned home with them.
Albert Littlehale has gone to Durham,

Friday Domenico Tetl
was found guilty of the murder of
Raphael Conforti, whom be shot in a
Ât Rockland

Ν. Η to work.
Francis Littlehale has bought him s
yoke of oxen.
Hon. James S. Wright of South Parii
was in this vicinity on business, April 12
Mr. Benj. Gerrish of Buckfield was it
this vicinity recently.
Little Ada Churchill gave a party tc
her claseraatee April 12, the occasion bo
ing her ninth birthday. The little folki
had a peanut hunt and played varioui
other games. A treat of peanuts, ic<
cream

and cake

was

drunken row over a card game on the
night of Jan. 10. The trial occupied
three days, and the jnry was out seven
hours. The case will be appealed.

At Newport Tuesday, Harold, aged 6,
and Florence, 4, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lee, were burned to death
in a Are which destroyed the house.
The fire started from the overturning of
an
oil stove. Heroic endeavors to
rescue the children from an up-stairs

served.

room were

Oxford.

without avail.

"I shall steer my bark where thetwavea roll

dark,

I shall cross a stranger tea,
But I know I shall land on thy bright
Where my loved ones wait for me.

are

are

looking

spring's

this

colore.

Any Purse.

TO? COAT?

NEED A RAIN COAT?

$20.

LOOK AT US.

F. H. NOYES CO.
Because it is the

my

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

why
selling
styles of

to wear out. That is

cheapest

make of handttitched harness

own

are

better every season. I have ten different
four weights of
my own make of single harness and
of the time. I
most
hand
on
harness
team
double
also carry

a

large line of sale harness from $10 to $20.

IJAMES N. FAVOR, !X««CKE"
Norway, Malno.

Ol Main et..

IF YOU ARE GOING TO PAINT
WHY NOT USE

BEST?

THE

Country

Harrison's Town Ί

Is Pure Paint.

READ THE ANALYSIS BELOW WHICH IS

Γ50.18

White Lead

Frothingham

Sulphate No.l
180

No.

.68
] 48.78
I. .36

Lead
Zinc .Oxide

] Undetermined

f 49.12

J

.46

(_

.73

AUTHORITY.

Linseed Oil

Fluid Portion

Turpentine and

181)49.69

Water

SS.10
9.80
J.10

Drier

....

100.00

100.00

10000

This analysis was made of paint bought in open market by the North Dakota
Proving < <incluGovernment Experiment Station and is absoultely disinterested.
Rest.
The
is
PAINT.—It
sively the Parity of TOWN AND COUNTRY

aminers the reason a woman pays nior
for the privilege of life insurance ia tba
she is mach more commonly a victim υ
indigestion and stomach troubles am
the fatal ailments that spring from tbes

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

causes.

Norway, Maine.

It is not the acute attacks of dlseas

that Influence the insurance examiner
strand,
alone, but the constant feelings of weak
ness, headache, indigestion and stomacl

"I shall see them stand on the gleaming sand,
Their white arms o'er the tl<fe,
Waiting to twine their hands In mine,
When I reach the farther side.

as

$'7'
$'o, $12, $13* $'4' $'5·
and
sensible
of
cut
is
becoming.
Style

$5* $7·5°»

~

"But I know I shall see tbce more, sweet
land,
When these fitful hours are fled.
When the flowers lie low where they used to
blow,
And the sky In the west grows red.

every

a

this

one

lead. Bine· next. A few Browns

d^

come—perhaps.

do not recall

Prices to Fit

Spring Footweai

Mies Lottie Bryant will teaoh in the
The grand jury of Hancock County is
Billings District A lady( from New
investigating the violent assault recently I
port will have charge of the vlllagi committed
upon Rev. Η. N. Pringle of
Mr. Pringle'a moat
I. S. U making plans for s the Civic League.
aerious injury was a cut on the head
hulled corn
aeveral stitches to close.
Hall this week, probably on Friday even which required
of
nominations made by
list
ing.
The

satisfy

easy to

and black and white mixtures

Dark loam soil, feoced, wood, fruit, 10-roon
house, biff map lee on lawn, stable, to aettli

cburch^

experience

business

was so

Colors, style and fabrics that yu
for you will find here.

100 Acres, $1,000.

W. 0.

to

first you know.

year.

!3U

Ricker,"and

anything

is worth

pick

prettiest go

The

The Spring Suits Are
Very Handsome.

of house, Να
It may have been only a Buckfleld eaiate, only 11,000; see picture
the sympathy of all.
M,one, pare 23 of Strout'· Mat 18, mailed free
remains of Mrs. Fogg Pratt of story, but it was a story of years ago Β. Δ. £ΓΓBOUT CO., 335 Water St., Augusta, Me
The
β
one
week
after
Miss Amy Shaw,
with
Lowell, Masa.', were brought to this that Mr D., when "boiling down"would
vacation, returned to ber school in Bos- town
the intention of selling the syrup,
for Interment.
ton thle week. Her sister Mildred 1«
TO LET.
put water in the sap. It would seem, at
pursuing her studies In H°*»rd Semi'
the first thought, that the dishonesty of
Large front room, with board.
On account of the change in the service the man was more
nary in Weet Brldgewater, Maaa.
fully developed than
last Sunday, Dr. Tarr will preach at the his sense.
MRS. L. M. TUFTS.
Bryant's Pond.
Congregational church next Sunday on
be forgetful, but if memory be
I
Our village was ehoched Saoda, ...n· "Jeeus, a Leader of Men." In the even- not may
of
the
tables
when
at fault,
studying
log by the sudden death of Mr. FreaI. ing be will preach on "Some Lessons
weights and measures it got fastened to
from Spring."
Stevens, an old resident of
me that four quarts make a gallon. Now
Mr. Stevens was taken ill
J The remains of the late Mra. Abelda it Is 3 1-2 quarts (<>f syrup) and just
mornine and the symptôme indicated (Fogg) Pratt were taken to Brownfleld
FOR
sweet enough to make a delightful
pneumonia. He grew rapidly worse and for interment. Rev. Dr. Tarr of the beverage.
even- Flrat
o'clock
at
8
officiated.
church
Sunday
away
passed
Congregational
We were over on the hill the other
Ladies and Oents
He was born in Maidstone, ver
ing
day to see the sap bubble under the
in October, 1885. For several
Maine News Notes.
It
and
Tom.
Rashe
superintendence of
vnarti
In Bluchers, Bals anil Oxfords ii
he was proprietor of a mill ir
may be a whim of ours, but it seems
Milton Plantation, finally
to
the
flavor
is
an
extra
leathers.
there
all
that
Cerebro spinal meningitis, or spotted :
village where he has been a resident
that
as it ia more commonly called, is , boiled down blood of the maples
fever,
St.'.n.
Mr..
some thirty year..
ALSO
on old North Hill.
A sister, Mrs. A. raging in Lewiaton.
{stand
some two years ago.
Wo dined with Rashe and Mary. If
eurviv
at
four
harbor
the
from
C
daughters
The ice cleared
the angels' food is equal or superior to
Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.
him. The funeral wae held at the Ricltei Bangor Thuraday, and the Penobacot ia
hot biscuit and crystallized syrup, they
home on Wednesday atteaded by Rer now open to navigation from Bangor to
1 have no special reason to find fault.
rewis Ε Pease of Boston, a formel the aea.
is not a whit behind
I That other Mary
pastor here of the Universalist
John Chaplin secured a verdict of others in window-gardens. She bas a
Arthur F. Cushman is on a nine days
and
$6944.10 at Bath Friday, as damage· for J greater variety of plants and flowers
trip to Washington, going with a party λ
in the loss of they ehow that they have intelligent
South Paris.
collision
resulting
trolley
from Rumford Falls.
j
She was schooled in that way by
,n0.Ha, his right leg
I care.
Soon after one ο clock Wednesday
before her. The garden was
mother
her
WOMEN PAY MORE.
afternoon fire was discovered in a close
The body of Henry O. Massey of a
pleasant sight to us in our boyhood
at the hotel. It was near the chimnej Rochester, Ν. H., was found beneath the
is
"Aunt
too,
And
Nabble's,"
and had gained some headway on two Boston and Maine Railroad bridge over days.
another oasis in the desert of the past. WHY INSURANCE COMPANIES MSCRISI
floors above the office. There was Gooch Street, Biddeford. It Is supI Gardening will have to be done indoors
INATE AGAINST THE GENTLE SEX.
and
hand
at
of
the
be
boarded
persistent
that
by
train,
wrong
plenty help
posed
and down cellar when the brown-tails
effort the fire was soon put out.
and discovering hie error, jumped off.
If one is to believe the medical ei

ou^ ^a_

Please Come In.

Not You?

Why

Crd

Spring Suits,

Our

Buying

Others Are

a|

Themes" E.

Mass.,

Jota'· Utter.

That

J £y"This Analysis and

trouble. These thingit, physicians say
kill more people than many of the serl

diseases.
For curative power in all stomacl
troubles nothing else is as safe yet el
bright
fective, nothing else can be so thorougb
ly relied upou to relieve all troubles ο
"There are lltt'e feet I used to meet
indigestion, as Mi-o-na. It is unlike an
When the world went well with me,
That I know will bound when the ripplln* remedy heretofore known; it is not

that of other kinds can be seen at our store

anytime.

ous

"There are faces there divinely (air,
That the earth lost long ago,
And foreheads white where curia lay
Like sunbeams over snow.

sound

and bowels and makes

"And I know I shall see thee once again
When life's fitful hours are fled,
When the flowers lie low where they used to

F. A. ShurtlefT Λ Co. sell Mi-ona in δί
cent boxes under a guarantee to refun
the money unless it does all that is claim
ed for it.

a

sleep In

the

greenwood dell.

blow,
And the sky in the west grows red."

JOHX.

William J. Bryan, twice Democratic
Emery of Sanford, of the Civil candidate for president, will be the The Portland and Rumford Fall* Sale.
League, will give a stereopticon illus guest of the Maine Democratic Club at ! Nothing that has happened in Maine
pasture.
Cora Morgan is at work for Mrs trated lecture Tburday evening at Robin its annual banquet in Portland April railroad circles for some time ban arousLeonard Carter of North Norway, who ii sou Hall, in the interests of temperance 20th. The banquet will be served at δ ed as roach interest in the western part
F. B. Andrews has returned from tb< 1
the state at least, as the sale of the
very poorly. It will be remembered thai
o'clock, and in the evening Mr. Bryan of
Portland and Romford Palls road to the
the widow Bisbee has been at work then Eye and Ear Iufirmary at Portland. Hii will
at
the
Audi·
address
a
public
give
it is a lease
tbe most of tbe time since her husbanc eye is somewhat improved.
He will also speak the follow- Maine Central. Technically
tnrium.
Mrs. Dawes is visiting her son, Waltei
for 999 years, and it has not yet been
died and is still there.
at Waterville and Bangor.
day
ing
acted upon by the stockholders of the
Our thanks are due our cousin, Mrs Dawes, in Auburn.
The intermediate and primary school)
Norman L. Bassett of Augusta has roads, but that is a mere formality that
Celestia M. Howard, of West Minot, foi
opened on Monday, April 8th, with Mrs resigned as a member of the Sturgis will be duly completed.
several late papers.
Geo. Morris of Oxford, teacher of th< 1 commission, and Governor Cobb last
The announcement was all tbe more
Hiram.
intermediate, and Miss Emmons of Bel week nominated Henry W. Oakes of Au- surprising, coming right on the heels of
The snow storm of April 9th and lOtl fast, teacher of the primary.
burn to fill the vacancy. Mr. 0*kes is a the disclosure that the Portland and
Mrs. Records has returned from Lew well known attorney, who has served in Rumford Palls road had purchased, on
was the heaviest in the season, measur
witl
winter
the legislature and as county attorney, a the quiet, large tracts of land on the
iog 18 inches in depth. Tbe writer re- iston where she spent the
members that IS inches of snow fell or lior daughter.
roan of high character and a firm be- shore front of Casco Bay, at East DeerGeo. Houghton bas been to Lewistoi liever in prohibition and enforcement.
ing and South Portland. These purApril 15, 1852.
chases seemed to indicate that Portland
Mr. James 0. Miller of West Baldwin for the removal of a polypus.
Miss Jessie S. Westcott of Raymond was at some future date to be a port of
bas bought the Weeman house at Easl
Wilson's Mills.
committed suicide Tuesday by jumping shipment for a transcontinental road,
Hiram.
on
Mr·. George W. Clifford of Avon
E. S. Bennett has been putting in t from the steamer Governor Dingley
presumably the Canadian Pacific. The
Het sale
apparently disposes of that possiMass., visited her brother, Mr. Harry Ρ telephone line from the Porks of tbi the trip from Boston to Portland.
on
ashore
Spectacle bility, and it is moreover denied by
Diamond to the Dartmouth Colleg< body was washed
Young, this week.
sufferhad
been
Westcott
Canadian Pacific officials that that road
Mr. Leland L. Kimball of Lewistoi Camp, known as the "Nursery" and Ialand. Miss
ing from stomach trouble for nearly a will over seek a port outside of Canada.
visited ψβ brother, Mr. Asa B. Kimball, farm.
and was muob depressed. She has
Officials of the roads concerned have
An eight weeks' term of school closet
recently.
teaching in Massa- nothing to say regarding plans, but
Mr. Eli C. Wadswortb's hens recentlj Friday.
The
teacher, Miss Bessit een engaged in time.
some
President Chisholm of the Rumford Falls
produced 1000 eggs in nine days. He h Suarles, went to Errol Saturday and wll chusetts for
the Portland people tbe consolation
gives
carefully extending hi* poultry buslneet re-open sohool after three weeks1 vaca
Mills
of
Dickinson
Mrs. Edgar
Smyrna
of talking optimistically in a general
as hie experience will justify him.
tion.
for
indicted
been
have
and Juan Robens
way of the importance of Portland and
The logging teams have been coming
the murder of Edgar Dickinson at his ita
West Sumner.
bright prospecta from tbe railroad
out of the woods nearly every day tbi 1
of
October.
18th
the
Robens,
on
home
Fairfield Farrar, who iias been ill will past week. Twelve oxen came out
point of view.
is
a Mexican farm hand, was arrestwho
the grippe for some weeXs, is in a criti Most of them were fine looking animals.
ed soon after the murder, bat Mrs. DickResolution*.
cal condition. He does not seem tc Friday ninety-five horses went oy. Thej
inson had not been placed under arrest
disease.
of
the
Whereas, It has pleased Ood to reeffects
the
the
from
from
were
Kennebago region before the indictment. It is charged
rally
montly
move from our midst Sister Fannie MayEzekiel Fogg, who has been boarding
Fred Shaw, who has been in the woodi
that Robens did the shooting and that hew;
witb Freeman Farrar, has gone to Ox
for Twitohell and Hancock the past win
with him.
Mrs.
Dickinson
conspired
Resolved, By West Paris Grange, No.
ford to visit his sister, Mrs. Amandt ter, is boarding at H. G. Bennett's.
while we bow la bumble submission
Smith.
Otis Smith, whom President 208,
George
to the will of Ood, we do not the less
Eaat Sumner.
Maud Downs of Sumner is working
Roosevelt has named as head of the
mourn for our sister who was so sudfor Mrs. Etta Tuell.
We havo received some very prettj United States geological survey, is s
taken from us.
denly
K. P. Bowker has sold his colt U illustrated booklets issued by the Port
the
lat<
of
son
the
and
Skowhegan boy
Resolved, That in tbe death of Sister
Frank Fogg of South Paris.
land and Rumford Falls Railroad Co. Joseph 0. Smith, who was Maine's secFanuie Maybew, this Orange laments
Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee is making som<
! pertaining to scenery in the Rangelej retary of state for several terms and foi
beautiful Maybaskets. She deserves oui Lakes region. Later we hear that tbii many years the editor and publisher the loss of a sister, who was ever an
active member of this Orange and whose
liberal patronage.
line has been leased to the Maine Cen- of the Somerset Reporter. Mr. Smith
utmost endeavors were extended for its
tral Co. which will no doubt keep up the has devoted himself to geological work
welfare and prosperity. A friend and
East Waterford.
excellent service of this line, and per since bis graduation from Colby in 1893,
who was dear to us all.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bragdon are carry hap* add to it. A large traffic pusei ι and since 1896 bas been connected with companion
Resolved, The heartfelt sympathy of
the government survey of which be is
over this line every day and it is con
ing on tbe towu farm this year.
extended to her family
He has been en- this Orange be
now to be the head.
Alonzo Col· ha· bought the Sewai
tinually increasing.
and friends in their Affliction.
of
the
in
all
of
Skinnei
mil
Hill
his
saw
work
field
is
in
on
parts
Biibee
Ben
Millett place
Temple
running
gaged
1
Resolved, That these resolutions be
reports
Bros.
night and day as there Is a large atnounl country and has written many
on tbe records of this Grange,
and articles of much value. He married placed
Mrs. Wymao Never· had a narre* of lumber to be cut ont.
ι and a copy of the same be forwarded to
brimstone
wooc a niece of the late Governor Coburn of
the
The
Is
week.
snap
last
up
Boaoey
sawing
Henry
escape
in I the husband of our deceased sister and
ped from a match and set fire to hei piles in this vicinity with bis gasoline Skowhegan and their home baa been
to one of the newspapers of our town.
Washington for several years.
dress, the back breadth of whioh wsi 1 power.
*Mrs. Coba Marshall, )
Harold Keen is working in the sa«
entirely burned before being discovered,
Emilt Emmons,
The cutest pets in Ellsworth are the
O. L. Hilton bas a litter of ten pigi 1 mill while his brother Ray is making
two cub bears owned by Mis· Alio· Hasand twenty-one chickens.
maple syrup.
▲
ago the ice left Maine's leading
year
lam. At this time when the "Teddy
lakes aa follow·: Sebago, April 21 ; MaEast Bethel.
bear" craze is at Its height, the real live
Denmark.
much in vogne. The ranacook, April 25; Belgrade Lakes,
Master Victor Rioh of Canton hai Teddy bears are
Moosehead May 13; Rangeley,
Mr. Willard McKnsick was takes b
bears came from the vicinity of Marsh- 1 April 26;
hli
with
a
weeks
few
for
a?
been
spending
13. Notwithstanding that tbe winthe hospital In Portland Saturday
in Washington County, where they May
field,
L.
Holt.
Mrs.
J.
la
and
was tbe warmest on
report aunt,
den with their mother. ter of 1905 and '08
operation for appendicitis,
Mr. Elson Hammons visited frlendi were found in a
ed ss doing well. Mr. Bernard Potter
reoord the ice was unusually late in
oneand
four
then
only
They weighed
here last week.
of the state
waa also taken to Lewlstoo hospital foi
have thrived o* a leaving the lakes and ponds
Mr. N. A. Austin has sold bis farm tc half pounds each, but
same operation.
last spring. This year, one of tbe cold·
seven
now
pounds
and
weigh
Mr. Henry Harnden is very sick witt Mr. Harry Hutchins of Rumford and bottle,
est winters on record, an early fishing
each. They are lively little fellows, and I
expects to move from here soon.
season is looked for.
Experts claim
pneumonia, not expected to recover.
kitlike
about
and
roll
and
climb
play
of
Soutl
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Swan
Mrs. A. W. Belcber la visiting witl
all that this is because early in tbe fall
clumsiness
a
with
bnt
funny
Swen'i
H.
at
J.
tens,
her son, Mr. Geo. A. Hill, in Barre, Ver Paris have been visiting
there was a freeze and this was immetheir own. They hold daily reoeptions,
the past week.
and
mont.
call to see them. If diately followed by a fall of snow,
visitors
and
a
few
is
Bean
many
Etta
Mrs.
visited
spending
Mr. Wm. C. Ordway and wife
set who then by still other snowstorms, so that
relatives in Law- some of the New York smart
wttta
vacation
weeks'
Portland Thursday.
it ia claimed that the ice in the lakes is
drive through the park with their Teddy 1
Bev. A. C. Boyd's family left Dels rence, Mass.
not blue, solid ice but snow ice, porous
to tbi bears, obuld appear on the drive with
has
returned
Austin
A.
N.
Mr.
and
a
2
at
m.,
ware Tuesday morning
and therefore not nearly so strong as
treat- these two oabs, they would create a senarrived In Denmark Wednesday abonl 0. M. G. Hospital, Lewiston, for
ι when It Is formed from olear water.
sation.
meal
noon; cams by railroad all the way,
Ε. H.

Rubberhide Boot

digestive tablet; it strengthens an!
restores to natural action the stomac
mere

Of my boat comes o'er the sea.
"Sweet land ! I've dreamed of thee
When the summer moonlight fell,
In silvery ahowers on Urn rustling flowers,

in

even

troubles.

the

worse

a

complete

form

of

cur

stomac

is

with a heavy leather
sole of Packer or Green
hide backs. (No bellies

Ο. K. Clifford,
South Paris. Me.
DEALER

IN

SYRACUSE AND '70 PARA ι
IMPLEMENTS, SULK7 ANI
DISi
WALKING
PLOWS.
AND SPRING TOOTH HAR :
ROWS, SCRAPERS, CULTI
VAT0R8, ETC.
Aleo agent for
Aepinwal
Sprayer and potato planter an<
Hoover digger.

!

}

necks

being used.)

HEELS-whole lifts of good leather.
Will outwear two or more pairs of
other kinds of Rubber Boots.
Can be tapped or resoled without
affecting the water-tight quality.

FOR SALE BY

*

Su!

or

If you want the best boot out.
get the Rubberhide.

Îear

1

entire rubber boot

an

J.

F. PLUMMER,

I :urnLsher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone

ΙΟβ-3.

'"CHECKERBOARD*
CHICKENS"

is a tens many poultry raisers use when
ing of chicken* raised on

Purina

speak·

Poultry Feeds

These feeds are free from grit and trash aad
roataia no smutty or burnt wheat. Just pure,
sound sweet, grains and seeds. You can feed
them with utmost confidence—the}· will
bring you better results.
FOR SALE BY

CI

III

Norway, Me.

Our

REMEMBER the chicks that wil
come from your incubator will havt
no mother to guide them ; the righ
Purina Chick Feed wil
ft ed will.
C. B. Cummingi
save their lives.
& Sons.

DISTRICT
A WD

AGENT

SEVERAL ABLE

SOLICITORS WANTED.

Our accident and health insurance botl
industrial and

commercial,

with

Papers are
spection.
see

selection.
to

now

them end let

u«

ready for in-

help

If you cannot call let

your house.

Samples

sent

you in

a

send the lx>oks

us

by

making

mail

on

request.

N. Dayton Bolster &. Co.,
OO MARKBT

Lega I SOUTH

Services, ia magnetic, the only kind ot
Write to-day to Nortt
the market.
Amerlosn Accident Ins. Co., 143 Libert] !
Street, New York.

spring line of Wall

new

Call and

n

Hangings.

New

SQUARE],

ΜΔΙΝ0·

PARIS.
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Church prayer meeting Wed
ΐϋ o'clock
All. not other
r.

S-gffiSSP~or
^ «"^™ΊΛ.νβ*··ΐΓ*; rlaas

evi..

1

»
»

i»hv
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meeting, Friday

Wallace

Chesbro
Τ

r *
We-lne*lay even
All aw
Seat, tree.

ler^cc V:3U.

''

11

«

„u

Kev J. H. Little. Pastor
κ·*Church
ChttïWiK
at 10:45 Α. M
3un
J*otor rn,on at 3 x
ιi *
P C. u. At 7 p. *.

'\t

Vn " ;;*
v

w

«TATBU MFKT1NOS.
Lodge. No. *4-

KeeuUu

;
g' !%S&S£i3i*'*££>'"&·
Lodge.
ijionth.
^;.;f;^»dl^T^urth KridAT.
-

'f

Rehekah

throe week?.

at New Hall, Fri-

W. J. t'urtia was down from
Paria fur the day Friday.

».

p.

Mise San Swett i· in Lewis to η for tiK

Private skating rink
day evening, April 10.

10(11 roue rorr oiric·.
a.

or

No.
of each

ft'lw bK''S®l»A* *'»·*· No· Î48V 0Beeth
ίΛ' ani thl^l Wuy evenings of e«b

31V
'κ''Kimball Kcllef Corps meet* tlret
J*.\ .^urta? evenings of each month. In

funeral of Ex-Governor Perbam.

Charles Akers of Errol. Ν. 11., is staying with his aunt, Mrs. 1. F. Evans, and
will attend school at Paris High.
F. H. Nov es Co.'s stores will be closed
all day Patriots' Day. The South Paris
store will be open Thursday evening.
Rev. S. G. Davis of
tbe pulpit at the
I'niversalist church next Sunday on exIt is expected that
Norway will occupy

change.

^

The annual membership fee in the
Uaruld Gammon have
Will
m a rent in M
W. C. 'Γ. U. will be due May 1st.
Whitman's residence on Main all members promptly pay same to Hattie S. Dean on or before May 9th.

Mr. and Mrs.

^

housekeeping

the«jjcond
iM

Lodge will work
April lSth and on April
Norway Lodge and work

Mica
,.d

wifl

visit
tirst degree.

the

Mr. Vernon A. Curtis, of Shaw's BusiCollege, of Portland, has accepted a
position for the Evening Express to
solicit advertisements for that paper.
ness

Mrs. Huldah R., wife of nenry W
ruder the auspices of the
i»'n Fuller, died Saturday morning at their
ι·:-ΐ. a ulay, "The Girls of 1·»β,
in t e home near the Stony Brook road, aged
'irse of preparation, to be given
the reading ♦)0 jears. The funeral will be held at 10
:v a future for the benefit of

room.

The ladies of the G. Α. Κ

I·

V,.rV

rt

A. M.,

cordlg,

Tuesday.

The past week the corporation engineers purchased 500 feet of new hose

ail members of W. iw. airaw
t.. tea « «. A. R. Han Saturday, for the tire department, with coats, span"smoke
protectors," hydrant
.·». at « o'clock. Tbe water· «re ners,
wrenches, nozzle, etc.
to bring food.

·,.

quested

OU) MAN,

CHOBCUKâ.
COCNTT'B oome, and the aan's warm rays will soot
awaken to life and beauty all inanimate
Second Congregational Church, Rev. Β. 8
that
the
chill
air
Pastor.
of
November
Preaching service Sunday,
put KMeout,
things
to sleep. Growing leaves and blooming 10:30 Α. II.; Sabbath School, 13:00 M.; Y. P. 8
Social Meet
β 30 P.

great ability and unflinching honesty.
Tbe Euterpean Club meets tbis MonSidney Perham was born in Woodday afternoon with Mrs. Brickett on stock, March 27, 1819, the oldest child of
Joel Perham. His father was a successChurch Street.
ful farmer, and the son acquired a love
Quite a number of South Paris people for the soil aud for agricultural pursuits
were at tbe Hill Sunday to attend the
which he retained throughout the varied

K'jtil,h-P._sw>ny

\at ν

OXFORD

important positions, always

bo ro.

fT-HamUn

"

ΟΓ

activities of his life. He was not favored with school advantages beyond those
afforded by the town schools and a single term at Gould Academy, Bethel,
but being by nature a student, he made
for himself a more valuable liberal education than is obtained by many to
whom the highest institutions of learning are open.
At the age of 19 he began teaching,
and for a number of years followed that
occupation, at least during the winters,
when not engaged in farm work. Many
of the older people now living in Woodstock and neighboring towns were Mr.
Perham's pupils.
When twenty years
of age he purchased of his father the
old homestead farm on which he bad
lived from the time he was four years
old; and for about twenty years he carried on a large farming business, keepIn 1853 ami
ing from 250 to 500 sheep.
1854 he was a member of the Board of

Agriculture.

Mr. Perham was early interested in
matters. He was a Democrat
until the breaking up of the parties in
the early fifties, when the organization
of the Republican party began. He
then became active in the new party,
:»nd remained a Republican to the time
of his death. He was elected a selectman of his town at 22, and served the
town in various capacities thereafter.
In 1854 he was chosen a member of
the legislature, and on the first day of
the session was elected speaker of the
house, an honor never in any other instance conferred upon a legislator in his
first term in this state. He was a presidential elector in 1850, and with his
associates cast the vote of Maine for
John C. Fremont for president. He
was the last survivor of the Fremont
eleCtorH·
In 1858 he was elected clerk of courts
for Oxford County, and removed to Paris
Hill, the county seat, which has ever
Hincè been his home. He was re-elected
at the close of his term, and served until he resigned in 1863.
Mr. Perham was elected a representative to congress in .802, and served six
j
years in that body. He was chairman of
the pension committee for four years,
and to him is due the credit for some of
the best pension laws now on the statute

political

The number of cities, towna and plantations which built state roads last year

NOKVAY.

Prom a Lover of Birds.
After the long cold winter, spring bai

M.;
B., Sunday Svenlng,
lng, 7 Ό0 P. M ; regular weekly Ρraj er Meeting
Tuesday evening.
Davis
Universalis Church, Ββν. 8. G.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 Λ
Λ. M. Sabbath School, 1ΪΛ0; Y. P.C. ϋ. meet
lng, 7 KM) P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooke, Pastor
Preaching service, 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath School,
12KM M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7Λ0 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Epworth League, Sunday
Friday evening.
evening, β Λ0 P. M.
Baptist Church, Rev. B. S. Cotton, Pastor
Preaching service. 1030 A. M.; Sabb.th School,
12:00 M. ; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 Ρ
M., Wednesday evening, 7:30.

Kx-Uovernor Sidney Perham of I'**'· llowers will once more scatter their
died at bia home in Washington at mid- fragrance everywhere; and to add more
W. A. Porter baa been appointed fite
night Tuesday nigbt, the 9tb, at a few to the joys of life, the birds will soon rewarden by the selectmen.
days over 88 years of age. Hie mental turn from their winter sojourn in the
Mrs. Chas. Sussions has recently viait· faculties were unimpaired, and until a south and will make our mornings deed ber sister in Bowdoinbam.
few days before bis deatb he had travlightful with their harmonious songs ol
eled about on foot without any indication praise to the Great Spirit of Love and
Meeting of the Κ. Ο. K. A. Friday of weakness. He was ill only
four days, Source of All Life.
Every bird note
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the church.
was conscious to the last, was fully
and contentment and
speaks
happiness
Meeting of Good Cbeer Wednesday aware that he was passing away and should inspire every lover of nature to
afternoon. Full attendance desired.
■poke freely of it to the members of his live in the same harmonious way.
Do birds have an intuitive sense of our
Mr. aud Mrs. J. F. Stanley spent Sun- family.
Mr. Perham was not only at the time
feelings toward them? That is a quesday with Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Bowker.
of hie death the oldest ex-governor of tion that I should like to have answered.
The senior cl&ss in tbe bigh school bad Maine, both in years and in time of ser- Something
happened to me once that
a sociable in New Hall Thursday even- vioe, but he was one of the most highly seemed to indicate tbat
they do. Several
and
honored
of
the
oitizens
respected
ing.
springs ago when at work in my Held, I
state. A man of the highest type of saw a little
song sparrow hopping around
Mrs. C. L. Buck is viaiting her parcharacter, be had served the people in a little distance away and rested upon
ents, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Davis, in Scar- various
with

".C!'-Seco»d

:-,e to

PASS ΙΛΟ

O.BA.HD

from May 1 to Oct. l.
h .-Pa"» Grange,
»™.
during the

■

THE

West

L. Ellsworth Thayer and Austin P.
,
Stearns were drawn as jurors Saturday,
*Jatunlay;
to attend the May term of court at Rum"
ford Kalis.
and fourth Mondays of
'a
The stores, offices, and other business
Brook Lodge, No. WL
crenlngs places of South Paris will close all day
u icokd and fourth Wednesday
on
our new holiday, Patriote' Day, Friϋ'
Lolge.No.31. meets every
April 19.
day,
Hall.
at
Pytblan
(Γ, ay t\enlug
Rev. H. A. Clifford exchanged pulpits
.spring is still coming.
Sunday with Rev. E. S. Cotton of the
rles Morse of Minneapolis was the Norway Baptist church, who preached
here for a fewdajs at the Methodist church here.
ς, ..st of relatives
list week.
R. J. Everett of Poland, a fortnor
principal of South Paris High School,
,, ,-e.sor Waterman T.
was at South Paris Friday and called on
w\\ University, Ithaca, N. Y·,
a number of bis former pupils.
been in town for a few days.
Κ

Death of Ex-Coventor Perham.

C.

on a tree near

STATED MEETINGS.

Λ A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
Mo. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on o>
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on oi
before full moon. OxfordCounoll,B. As. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei

full moon.
I.O.O. F—Norway Lodge—Regular meeting
In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening
Encampment, No. 21, meet· In Odd
Fellows' Ha:l, second and fourth Friday Even
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge,
No. 58, meote on first and third Friday of eacfc
month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Π loci
every Thuredav Evening, U. B., A. O. Noycf
Division, No. 12, meets third Friday of eact
month. Lake Assembly, No. SS, P. 8., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. M, meets Id
New G. A. R. fall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W.R.C.—Meets Id New G. A. R. Hall, Mon-

Wlldey

by.

birds with penalties attached,—but the
penalties are easily evaded. But ought
we not to obey the higher law—the law

of love—and teach our boys to b» merciful and tender to all creatures? The
government of the United States has
givun to the Audubon Society of New
Orleans an island io the Gulf of Mexico
for a bird batchery. Mr. Frank M.
Miller, president of the society, says
tbat there are thousands of birds there,
and so tame that one has to be careful
when walking about not to tread on
them. The following petition was written for the birds and presented to the
governor and legislature of Louisiana
praying them to enact laws for their protection.
Henby Maxim.
m

Born.
Mexico, Aprils, to Uie wife of E.wlo H.
Geason, s daughter.
In Norway, A prll 7, to tbe wife of Victor W
Mat-on, s daughter.
In Wollboro falls, Ν. H., April 3, to the wife
of Myion G. F. Boberts, a daughter, Elsie
France·.
In Sooth Woodstock, April 4, to tbe wife of
A liner Benson, s son.
In

_

day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wed
nes lay evenings of each month.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Uall every Tuesdaj
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 19», meet*
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each

month.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Comtoandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings ol
oarb month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
May, first una third Thursday evenings, May to

Lace Curtain and

In South Paris, A prll 13, by Rev. ·Ι. Π.
Mr. Charles Wallace Burgess and Miss
Tufts, both of South Paru.

better prepared than in previous
years with a large line at money-saving
prices. You will say so when you see them.
We

Little,

Myrtle

Died.
In Washington, D. C., April 9, Hon. Sidney
Perbam of Paris, aged 88 years.
In Paris, April 8, noses B. Chandler, aged 78

years
In Paris,
13, Mrs. Huldsh B„ wife of
Henrv W. Puller, aged θβ rears.
In Bryant's Pond, April 7, Frederick T. Stevens, aged 71 years.
In Norway, April β, Mrs. Luella M. Knight,
age<l 48 years, 10 months, 9 days.
In Norway, April 1, Mrs. Ella 8., wife of
Charles F. Bennett, aged 41 years, 4 months, 27

April

are

Lot,
only
One Lot,
One

3

long, 30 inches

yards

02 1-23.

BRONCHIAL TROUBLES.
READILY YIELD TO

800ΤΠΙΝ0, HEALING

yards loop, 48 inches wide,
yards by

corded pattern,

pretty designs,
$1.00, «1.25

in

54 inches, 18 inch border, has

yards by 54 inches,
heavy corded, an extra value,

One Lot, 3 1-2

neat

$3 00

figured border,

neat

$3.75

One Lot WHITE BOBBINKT CURTAINS with real chiny
«3 00
....
lace insertion and edging,

Styles in Bobbinet with Ince insertion and edging on
ruffles, others trimmed with braid, very neat, «1.50,«2.(JO
Muslin Curtain with clusters of tucks, ruttles, figured,
42 l-2c., 50c., 00c., 75c 87 l-2c., $1.00, «1.25, $1.50
We have described only one style in each price, but we

Other

Lot, 3 1-2 yards by 51 inches, 18 inch flowered border,
$2 00
flne mesb, medallion center,
fleur-define
extra
54
mesh,
1-2
inches,
3
One Lot,
yards by
$3.00
lis pattern, deep border, very pretty,
One

Portieres,

TREATMENT OF HYOMEI.

3

One Lot, 3 1-2

Çl.iô

......

Lota,

Two

11.00
borders,
One Lot, 2 1-2 yarde long, 42 inches wide, plain center,
with deep border, edged with Battenburg braid, very
11.25
......
neat,
One Lot, 3 yards by 60 inches, flowered pattern, neat
$1.50
.....
curtain,
Odb Lot, 3 yards by 00 inches, scroll pattern, extra value,

have several.

Rugs.

Bronchial troubles are purely local.
They cannot be helped by stomach dosing. They are caused by irritation in
The kind you admire in flora! ami oriental designs.
September.
the air passages and can be relieved and
$ .70
30x20, with friuge,
in scroll patterns and oriental designs,
PORTIERES
this
air
alone.
In
cured
medicated
of
middle
the
by
April.
Sleighing
for 1.00
$5.08
30x18,
$3.08,
success
of
liée
of
the
tbe
secret
make
to
time
unable
were
Electrics
great
for 2.50
52x27,
Qy-o-mei in tbe treatment of bronchial COUCH COVERS in pretty designs,
Wednesday.
for 3.87
....
72x30,
troubles.
$1.50, $1.75, $1.98, $2.75, $2.98, $3.25
Other snow storms are yet due us.
The first breath of Hy-o-mei's mediThese Rugs are the Moquet, that are considered
Llewellyn H. Cushman has been conTABLE COVERS in plain and mixed colors, very pretty,
the beat for the money.
fined to his home thie#week. He was cated air soothes the inflammation, stops
50c. to $3.98 according to size.
sick. Harry Spiller took charge of the the cough, and relief soon becomes
permanent and a cure results.
trucking business.
OUR STORE WILL BE CLOSED PATRIOTS' D \Y, FRIDAY, Al'KIL 19.
Hy-o-mei has made many remarkable
Thomas Bradbury with hie mother enjoyed the week with their Buckfleld cure» in the worst and most chronic
forms of bronchial troubles and is sold
friends at their farm.
Friday evening, April 19th, the gentle- by F. A. Shurtleff & Co with the same
men of the Universalis church will give
guarantee as they give when Ily-o-mei is
a
Patriotic supper at Concert Ilall. purchased for catarrh, that is, to refund
First-class supper. Excellent entertain- the money in case the remedy does not
The complete outfit
ment. "A Clean Shave" by six gentle- give satisfaction.
costs but $1.00.
All are invited.
men.
Prof. Verne M. Whitman, of the Peter-1
boro High School, Peterboro, Ν. H., will SMI
deliver the memorial address in Norway.
P. A. KHCRTLEFF * CO.
F. A. HHTItTLEFF A CO.
Mr. Whitman is the son of Judge Whithead
was
at
the
man and for some time
of the Norway High School.
The interest in the lodge of Good
Templars is great. At the last meeting
Monday evening five new members were
taken in. Rev. C. A. Brooke and D. L.
season is almost here again. We are ready for it with
Joslyn are the grand lodge representatives.
the finest line of these goods we have ever shown.
for
EngBert Dyer on Saturday sailed
for
his
land where he will visit
people
time.
her
and
Will,
Shank
brother,
Lena
were at Lewiston Sunday with their
You'll find your rain coat
brother Robert·, who is at the hospital [
We are
are the acknowledged standard.
for treatment.
for you here ; it's
of
waiting
Mitts,
make
Balls,
Bats,
firm's
this
with
stocked
The village corporation meeting wr.s
the
of
serviceable fabrics
to
needed
made
great
Gloves, and
held at the Opera House on Monday
or
Whether you want the
National Game.
and will shed water. A rain
evening. A. S. Kimball was the moderator of the meeting. The election of
the best, you will find whatever you are looking for
coat is a most seiviceable
officers resulted as follows:
Clerk—Geo. L. Curtis.
; a liandsome spring
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
garment
Assessors— D. S. Sanborn, W. F. Jones, W. A.
overcoat when it shines, a
Blcknell.
Engineers, Chief—Geo. F. Hathaway,
let Assistant—J. P. Culllnan.
garment when it

Couch and Table Covers.

!

THOMAS SHI LEY,

j

Norway. Maine.

Main Street,

|

j
humble

Wo, the song birds of Louisiana and

our
playfellows, mako this
petition to bis excellency the governor
and
the honorable legislature: We

BASE

a|

Your

BALL

Base Ball Goods

Spalding's

ac^

play

cheapest

F. A. SHURTLEFF& CO.
3 Stores, j Ϊ™™ (Maine.

Hosiery.

We have too many kinds of cotton and

|

lisle hose and in order
set

aside

follows:

a

reduce

to

large lot which

prices
bought
prices quoted

regular

Rain Coat.

completely

everything

season^

λ»»λ

This kind is being used more and more each year.
Being dark they will not »oll ea«ily, making them the
cheaper cartain in the end.

wide, figured pattern,

know more about you than you think
wo do.
We know how good you are.
We have hopped about the roofs and
looked in at the windows of the houses
you have built for poor and sick and :
iiungry people and little lame and deaf !
and blind children.
Tbe paetor of the Methodist church
The snow storms seem to grow in inbook.
We have built nests in the parks you
requests all members to do their part in
tensity with the progress of the
was
elected gov- have made so beautiful for your poor
In 1870 Mr. Perham
rue ae which began last Monday night aiding the great benevolent objects of
was
inand
re-elected
of
ernor
Maine,
by
children to play in. Every year we fly a
mtinued well through Wednesday the church. The Maine conference will
Λ: ι
creased majorities in 1S71 and 1872, the great
meet in Auburn this week.
way over the country, keeping all
was about the heaviest of the winter.
terra then being for one year, and his the time where the sun is bright and
Will all who discover a fire ring the service covering the years 1871,1872, and warm. We are Americans
\lt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge has
just as you
He advocated reform in the jail are. Some of us, like some of you, came
cet .1 an invitation from Ruth Lodge of alarm at the Congregationalist church. 1S73.
be
Don't
can.
as
you
V-iburn to visit them at the.r first meet- Ring it hard
system so as to provide for the employ- ncross the great sea, but most of us have
in May. provided suitable railroad afraid you will damage the bell.
ment of the prisoners; an industrial lived here a
>d Assistant—Τ. P. Richardson.
long while. Our fathers
Chief
W.
C.
Mount
Bowkek,
Engineer.
Hope
rtvs can "be obtained
school for girls; the establishment of; and mothers have always done their best I Treasurer—G. L Curtis.
Collector—F. E Di Cotter.
and
elections
biennial
! .igeof Norway has also been inutea.
free
high schoole;
to please your fathers and mothers.
Mt. Mica Lodge of Odd Fellows will
Klro Police—G. O. Mor.e, S. G. Hatch .T. P.
and sessions of the legislature.
The] Now, we have a sad story to tell you. j Eilwards, G. E. Walker, H. E. Mixer, E. C.
Charles F. Whitman, Esq., clerk of observe the anniversary of the order on
were
Wlnslow.
measures
these
of
tirst
three
adopt- ^ Thoughtless or bad people kill us beurt.s, has been engaged to speak on the 2t5tb inst, and the annual sermon
ed during hie administration, the last cause our feathers are beautiful. Cruel
Voted to pay firemen as follows: for
F. A. SIIUBTLEFF A CO.
Memorial Day at West Paris where ™ will be given on the Sunday following,
F. A. 8OT7RTLEFF * CO.
our nests and steal our fire $1 each; for each meeting 50 cents
destroy
boys
observance of the day is to be had this the 28th. by Rev. J. H. Little at the
rewho
till
clerk
from
1877
For
member
1885,
to
each
with
except
eight years,
eggs and our young ones. People
His son. Professor λ erne M. Universalist church.
vear.
AU taxes due, poll tax, July
Mr. Perham was appraiser -of the port
guns lie in wait for us as if the place for ceives $1.
Whitman, will be the speaker at Norway.
Mrs. A. H. Witham, who has spent of Portland, resigning in the latter year. a bird ie not in the
Interalive. If this 1, '07; property tax, Nov. 1, '07.
sky,
a
rebeen
has
Jan. 1, Ό8. Voted $">00
For about twenty years he and his family
Some inquiries have been made as to the winter in Portland,
goes on, all the song birds will be gone. est <} per cent,
a
for
Glover
M.
Mrs.
of
S.
have made their winter home at 90o
where Evapero, the modern cleaner, cent guest
Now, we humbly pray that you will to pay debt. Voted electric light on
>uld be found. Mrs. A. B. Wilson has few davs. Mr. aod Mrs. Witham expect Westminster Street, Washington, D. C.,
all this and save us from our sad ; Greenleaf Avenue. Voted 5600 for night
stop
with
home
IÛU
make
their
to
permanently
where thev have suent about two-thirds Fate. We
Voted *4200 for corporation
ar nor HO Hit? lUV rouuuiuu^
to make a law watchman.
petition 1j> you
j
in
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Jennie M Brown of West Paris,
Saturday, April 27th, will be made a
wh<> took part in the old folks'concert special sale day for agricultural impleSome
at the Methodist church Tuesday even- ments by A. W. Walker A "'on.
Mrs. large announcements of tbe day's pro,nu% was the guest of Mr. MidI
gramme will be out soon.
(ietvrge D. Robertson for a few days.
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Ecru Curtains.

White Curtains.

3 yards long, 33 inches wide, plain center with
79c.
10 inch figured border,
Ten Lets, 3 yards long, 40 to 54 inches wide, in plain,
days.
in Brownfleld, April 7, Mrs. James Boscoe
figured and scroll pattern, wide and narrow, fancy
Stone.
In Lovell, April 5, Edward L. Bell, aged SO
years.
In Rumfonl Falls, April 4, Mrs. W. B. Burt,
aged 41 jeare
in Canton, April 7, Earl, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Johnson, aged 1 year, 3 months.
In Hartford, April 7, Mrs. Abble M., wife of
Henry A. Blcknell, aged 43 years.
In Canton. March 25, Ernest, son of Mr. and
Mrs. D. E. McEachern, aged 3 years.

Rug Sale

House cleaning time is here! To make a
room more cheerful and attractive there is
nothing better than lace curtains or a rug.

Married.

F.

my hoe to watch him. Soon he began
hop towards me and came so near
that I quietly reached down and took
him in my hand, where be lay without
the least sign of fear, until I unclasped
my band, when he flew slowly away and

Our dumb creatures know more than
we think.
They have fear of death and
seem to suffer at the thought of being
killed as keenly as do human beings.
Partridges are so sensitive-that a sudden
fright has been known to cause instant
death; yet their love for their young Is
so intense tbat they will face any danger
in trying to protect them.
A few winters ago my wife tamed
some blue jays and chickadees by feeding them every day through the c»ld
weather on the piazza, until one afternoon a gun was heard popping away out
among the pines. No more was seen of
the blue jays for nearly a month, when
only two of the four came back, and one
of those had a crippled wing and could
fly but a short distance before dropping
to rest.
To kill any creature for no other
motive than qwrt seems to me very near
akin to murder. If killing must be done
let it be from sad necessity, not as a
pleasure. There are, in this state, laws
for the protection of certain species of

322.
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S. B. & Z, S. Prince.
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P. S.

Our

next lots will arrive

Friday, April

26.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

almoat m
ie a metropolitan newspaper (or bm; people,
Bond nee Delivery Carriei
good m a daily, and yourtime·
every week.
brings it to your door three
It i· published on Monday·, Wednesdays and Friday·,
and contain· all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which (· a guarantee of it· value.
not
If you live In the village or on a farm and have
close touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept In
cost.
news of the world at a very small
with all

GOOD
AS
A

important
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
Democrat,
The Oxford
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the ladle· J08IAH
solicited. Address : Editor Homzmahbs'
Coluxh, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me
la

No. 59.—Numerical Enigma.
6-5-2-4-11-12 is a flower.
2-7-8-1 is assistance.
9-10-3-4-11-1 is a boy's name.
2-5-3-8 Is frozen rain.

My
My
■My
My
My whole is a very important city ii.
the history of the United States.

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

postal card to THE NEWwill
YORK TRI.WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,
Your name and address on a
you a free

sample

copy.

wholi

And then from this another lop;
A tiny word 'twill show.

South Paris, Maine.

bring

No. 60.—Decapitation.

is neither wise nor good,
But take from It a letter,
And then for winter's chill we could
Find nothing any better.
From this a letter soft we drop
That we no hunger know

My

No. 61.—What Cities Τ

I.—1, an exclamation; 2-3,
4-5, an exclamation.

a

relative;

II.—1, an abbreviation for a means of
gettiug about; 2-3, not off; 4-5-0, to

put on.
III.—1-2-3-4, a kind of wine; 5,
ter; 0-7-8, a conjunction.

We have no apolo-

let-

a

No. 62.—Charade.
My first's a blanket for the flowers;
They sloop neat h It securely;
It's washed away by April showers.
Thon they peep out demurely.

gies to offer;

weapon used by
In battles tierce, maybe;
Again it is aenong the (lowers
That in the spring you see.

boys

jη

evil spirit.
No. 64.—A Famous General.

(Ù"L

We made the first real

SST cove?,

\

\S^z

practical visible writing
machines ever placed

Ψ

on the market, and we
are making them yet.

^.1

WUeu the four words here Illustrated
have been correctly guessed, select five
letters from the same and spell the
Adapted
name of a famous general.
From the New York Tribune.

In.,ree7juiy
"f'

—

We made them

good

No. 65.—Polyflon.

to start with—we are
making them better

than

2.

1.

to-day.

ever

tlpoln"P00°

oven.

5.

1—4, to delight in a
2—5, to remove the
tlally.

know how
to and do make better

To-day

we

writing machines than
competitors can
any
ever hope to equal.

a

—

—

It takes time to prove

proved

THE NEW PURE FtfOD AND

Faroid

Roofing-

Roofing With

Money-back

a

Guaranty

Parold Lasts

Longest

Because it is made of the best felt—made in oar own
mills (established in 1817) ; other manufacturers buy
their felt outside and limply saturate and cost it.
and if tin c you art not satisfied
Because it is soaked (not dipped) in S saturating
that you have tho best rrady routing
compound which makes it water proof In every fibre.
Because it is coated on both aides with thestrongest,
nuule, teud us your Dame and adthickest, smoothest, toughest, most JtesiMe coating
dress. and we uUl sond you a check
used on any ready rooting. Don't take our word aloos
fur the full cost of the rooting infor it. Compare Paroid with any other. You can see
cluding the com of applying it.
and feel the difference. Paroid does not break or
crack in the coldest weather or rua in hot weather.
En suis it is applied with our patented square,
rust-proof caps—water proofed on both aides—the only caps that will not rust· work loose
and
The·· are some of the resaons why we can give Paroid so strong a guaranty afty it lasts
so long—why it teao largely used by the U. S. Uov't, railways, factories and farmers
everywhere.
▲U we ask is that you try it, oo our money-back
guaranty.
If your dealer cannot suppty you, don't take a substitute but send tor samples ai
of Paioid; open it; inBUYapte: it,lotapply
it to your roof,

DRUG

LAW.

one

pleased

to announce that
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
is
not affected by the
nod lung troubles
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
so
contains
opiate· or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults. F. Δ.
Shurtleff à Co.
We are

"Let me go." pleaded the pickpocket,
"This is my first offense.

"Tee," replied the pedestrian, placing
his wallet back in hie pocket. "I noticed
that you were just getting your hand in."

prevents

"—*—

SON, Agents, South Paris,

?

Engine

Jones'

The E. A Strout Farm

"Largest

Norway,

Agency,

World."

Mai··.

Blushing

iroaaaa

/

ana

v

Onè day the squirrel was feeling in a
bad humor, which is not nice in little
squirrels any more than it is in little
boys und girls, and when the sparon
row was trying to take a little nap
shook
a twig of the tree the squirrel
the limbs so hard that the poor sleepy
bead could get uo rest.
"Please don't do that," pleaded the

inflame
throat,
passages
whereas common "remedies" made with
mercury merely drive them out and
leave you no better than you were. In a
word, Ely's Cream Balm is a real cure,
not a delusion. All druggists, SO cents,
or mailed by Ely Bros., 59 Warren Street,
New York.

Caller—So sorry to hear of your motor
accident.
Enthusiastic
Motorist—Ob, thanks,
it'· nothing. Expect to live through
many more.
Caller—Oh, but I trust not!
A CARD.
This is to

certify

that all

druggists

are

to

(firmly)—Pardon ma;
intying the akein.
husband, Κ you please 1

Chicago.

DOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
Most victims of appendicitis are those
wtio are habitually constipated. Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic constipation by stimulating the liver and
bowels and restores the natural action ol
the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
does not nauseate or gripe and is mild
and pleasant to take. Refuse substiF. A. Shurtleff A Co.
tutes.

"She says be is

a man

after her own

heart.
"It may be th%t that is what he is
after, but if it is it doesn't explain why
he was lookiug her father up in Bradstreet'e yesterday."

"Everybody seems to be here for bin
health," remarked the new arrival at
Ilot Springs.
"Yes, everybody but the hotel proprietor," replied the guest who had been
there three days.

said the sparrow.
"Well," said the squirrel, "I'll tell
the
you what I'll do. I'll go down on

low,

P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

terms

can

^

are on

the market.

stores.

Parle,

Jeweler and Graduate

Eastern Steamship Company;!
Portland Division.
REDUCED RATE* :

Keep Your

Horses Warm.

Optician.

I have

Stable

LQWBslPricesiHOxfordGouiity.

$1.00
$1.00

Freight

always

rates

low

as

Agent,

THE SPARROW AGREED.

Picture Frames

ground, and you may toss me some
nuts, and I will store them away in
the little hole in the ground in which
I'm going to sleep this winter. If you
do that, I will let you sleep a little

&
High

rise

from

bed

"

Greek or Latin.
"On holy days we went to high mass
nnd vespers; the rest of the days, a
little music and walks."

DrSIONS

up etock.

—

it

according to directions until thoroughly satis-

fied of Its merit.
We could not afford to do this If we did not
know that afier you are freed from this dreaded
disease that you will recommend It to all your
frl· nds who have rheumatism. We know from
experience tlmt personal recommendation from

person to another Is the most valuable .adIs the way we Intend to acDon't put oil
with l'rlc-0.
writing because this offer will soon expire, and

one

will be too late. Do It to day
yourself upon the highway to perfect health
Send for Urlc-O no matter
and happlners
where you live. It Is sold by Druggli-ts all over
tills country, aqd we want you to have a bottle

and start

then It

Sts.,

ftee. Urlc-O Is >-old and personally recommended In South Taris by Κ. Λ. Shurth ff A Co South
I'arls and Wen

I'arls, Me.

White

MAINE,

Eggs

Wyandotte
Hatching.

for

STOP THAT ITCHING.
a

positive cure for Krztma,

Itching Plica, or any disease uf the skin. In
stantly cures chapped hand*. cut·. burn*, and all
<Ί K-.Y-Z 1 ;>I A _,weruptions of the -kin
lmmcdlate relief and itetmancui cure to the most
obstinate cases. Don't suffer or allow your < Mlilren to suffer with that terrible Itching when It
eau be so
speedily cureil. Endorsed by physU
e.lans. At <lru^til»t·* or by mall V) rents. .Sample
*cnt FREE.
Address, Cur-X/.etna Co., Watervlclt, Ν. Y.

The Aetna Indemnity Co,
of

\

"·

i
}

They come in as fast
as wanted, and very nice and
handy they art·.
no

otiier.

ffhoif

;
i

j
1

j

]

I
î

•

4

31, 1906.

Re.il Κ tale
Mort «aire Loans
-lock* auil Howl*
Cash In «'nice an<l llank

Printers' Ink uses α great many
advertising blotters—in fact, iwn

on

*<l vertlaeinrntN
blotter»· f

are

thoae

Ah. tiiat is a tiling the Little
Schoolmaster never observed, or,

[
\

Γ
:

\

Outstanding premiums lees than
months > ue,
Intercut ami Rente,
All other Assets

(irons An·et*
Deduct Items not a<lmltte<l
Admitted

<

to

Builders' Finishl
I will furnish DOORS Hnit WINDOW
Size or Style at reasonable prlcce.

j
"

Hut he likes the blotters.—Priut-

Γ has

L
b

<■

and Job Work.

Planing, Sawing

Matched Hani Wood Kloor Boards for sale.

w.

κ.
West

ciiv\i>ijh.
ΜλΙμ.

Sumner

Ashes

Wanted.

12 cents per bushel for
hard wood ashes, ami w ill call
tor them.

I will pay

good

J.

S. MROVVN,

R. F. D. 2, South l\iris.
Citizens' Telephone.

For Service
A right good Berkshire Β ir, just
right size. Set vice fee $1 00.

200 00

4,100 00
719.6W 1!>
803.480 sa

JACKSON,

A. K.

South Paris. Me.

For Sale in South Paris.

The house and land belonging 10 the
of tho lat<> Mrs. Sarah \V. Ileweit.
situated in the conter of the village,
two apartments of seven auil ei^Lt room·
with sheds, large attic. Ac., and i* io
The >:r umls are
excellent coudition.
additional lmu»e
estate

extensive, containing
loti».

W. T. IIEWETT.
JAMES S. WKIGIIT. Agent. .1. Pari·.

Eggs

for

hatching.

Pure bred White

Plymouth

an

I

-urplus

R'>ck.

Setting of thirteen eggs, >0 cents.

RAYMOND L. A Τ WOOD,
Paris, Maine.

85,623 15
3,1*2 48
30.P34 99

$1 1*2,847 68
3,960 00

Specialist

11,148,897 68

Specialist

For sixteen year» I have fitted glas·»;' M
»e »
fecttve eyee and nothing else-tint η .Λ·
specialist. If your eyes trouble you In any
|1,14S,8'J7 68 an<l If you want expert advice in regard to '''*
*b·'
β: me, com" to the man who 1» a spc lail-t,
amirdoe* one thlnjf only. So charge for eye ex

WALTER L. GRAY. Agent.
South 1'arls, Maine.

if he did, he never remembered
does nut now remember.

;

3

uf *ty

If In want of any kind of Fln1»h fur Inside or
Pli.·· Luo
<>ut»lde work, send In your ordtra
h.
ber and Shingles ou han<l Cheap for (

\

Total Liabilities
:

ers' Ink.

Asset*,

<

Λ

Also Window & Door Frames,

RIL1TIES DEC. 31, 19C6.
Net Unpalil Losses
$ 72,587 10
Unearned Prcml· ms,
278,175 36
Another Liabilities,
30,083 91
Contingent fund voluntarily set asl'le
100,00000
by Co
Cash Capital
.'>00.000 00
168,ii5l 31
Surplus over all Liabilities
LI

and

This criticism Is never applicable to advertising in
your local paper.

u.irkct

Κ. W. *ΊΙΛ\Ι)Ι,ΕΚ,

Hartford, Conn.

ASSETS DEC.

Ad. ?

;.«.ι;η·Ι,

u
<

the

Cents per 18 Έ|(·,
Call on D. II. Bean at the butter factory, South Paris, Maine.

SO

CliK-.V-ΖΕ.ΉA U

j Whose

Pa>

Price of eggs f:
per
ship, or *1 M). if. .tiled

pounds each.
setting, packed

patterns and clean vertising, and that
quaint the world

J

a

11

no
any of your family suffer from Rheumatism,
matter what form, just cut this notice out of the
and
paper and send It together with your rauic
address, also the name of your druggist, to the
Smith Drug Co., Syracuse, Ν. Y., anil they will

"Take ink. Our modern Ink fades in
five or ten years to rust color, yet the
Ink of mediaeval manuscripts is as
black and bright today as It was 700

years ago.
"Take dyes. The-beautlful blues and
reds and greens of antique oriental
rugs have all been lost, while in Egyptian tombs we find fabrics dyed thousands of years ago that remain today
brighter and purer In hue than any of
our modern fabrics.
We
"Take my specialty, buildings.
can't build as the ancients did. The
secret of their mortar and cement is
lost to us. Their mortar and cement
were actually harder and more durable
than the stones, they bound together,
whereas ours—horrors!"
New York
Press.

Shall sell

Uric-*), ami ne want to prove It to every
doubter beyond all possibility. The beet way to
'o this Is to give a large trial bottle of this
remedy outright to every sufferer and let him
test and try It to his owu satisfaction. If you or

—

NORWAY,

cent

Big Eggs!

Big Birds 1

send you by return mall a liberal trial package
free of all expense. There 11 no reservation to
this offer. You take the remedy home and use

Corner Main and Danforth

iw*.

more

ere«l to him here.
lie buys fi.Me.i newspapers.
He Is paylnjc for mlxe<l ra#··, 1
Kubbers according to market.
price for bran sack».

of

Chas. F. Ridlon,

SKILL OF THE ANCIENTS.

Me.
Norway,
fur
rub-

In till* county or wherever tills paper
reached, that h ve not yet tiie<l the wonderful for.
Rheumatic Rcme<ly Urlc-O, we want them to
Έ3. I*. OrocRott,
try It now at our ex|»ense. We ilrmly believe
Porter Street, South 1'aris.
the
In
Rheumatism
that th'-re Is cot a ease of
world that «III not yield to the wonderful effects

Carpets

to close out odd

Klain,

bers, am! metal than any »tran#er thai cal'» to
your house.
He pave from $5 to
per ton for lr .11 -teilr.

tism

A LOW PRICE

Wool

REMEMBER!

sufferers from Rheuma-

still any

f

LEON I. HARLOW,
124 Chandler St., Boston, Mass.

unfurnish-

Rheumatic
Invited To-day

are

I

rooms.

MRS. J. R. WHITMAN,
Pleasant Street, South Paris. Morris

If there

■Httssajga*
OS

one

β

Farm for Sale.

few settings of
from my
All
To
Free
Given
Bottle
eggs
75-Cent
Prize Winning Light Brahmas.
Who Apply.
All my breeding pullets weigh fr 111

Scientific American.

—

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Pari* village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT. Adm.

I want a farm of about sixty acres
of good soil, good buildings with
modern improvements, with ;is large
orchard as possible, and nrt over
2 1-2 miles from a railroad station.
The house must have at least seven

ΓΟ TEST URIC-0 FREE!

A handiomely Illustrated weekly. Laraeet circulation of any aclentmc Journal. Term·, S3 *
newsdealers.
year; four uonthi, »L Sold by all

went at 5 o'clock to our studies, our
big books under our arms, our inkhorns and candles in our hands. We
heard all the lectures without intermission till 10 o'clock rang. Then we

1907, we' ι
within

Every

YEARS'

tpreiat

we

Desirable Residence for Sale,

Can affonl to awl will pay

Copyrights Ac.
'rr**'
mar
Anyone tending · «ketch and description
free whether id
our
certain
ω
opinion
quickly
Invention la probably patentable. CommunicaPatente
on
tion* itrlclly confidential. HANDBOOK
lent free, Oldest agency for lecuring patenta.
Patenta taken through Munn Jt Co. receive
notice, without charge, In tb·

at 4

lectures.
"After dinner we read as a recreation Sophocles or Aristophanes or EuιΊρΓ.ο: and sometimes Demosthenes,
Cicero, YI:\tII or Horace. At 1 o'clock
to our stui'Ies. at 5 back to our dwelling plates, tl ore to go over and verify
passages died In the lectures until G;
then supper, and after supper we read

ed.

Patents

student at Toulouse in the sixteenth
to

One furnished and

EXPERIENCE

Work of a Sixteenth Century Law 8tudent.
If law students of the present day
are laboring under the delusion that
when tlie world was younger there was
less law to study and more relaxation
for young men of their class, let them
read the following extract that an
Kn^lisli contemporary has taken from
the "Memoirs of Ilenrl de Mesmes,"
descriptive of a day's work of α law

South Paris.

to Let.

Rooms

SOUTH PARIS.
00

i,

Frothingham,

W. 0.

The advance in wagfs and
30 days
all commod'ties, the weekly payment
of our workmen and the spot cash or
30 days payment of all bills, compels
us to take this measure.
A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

L. M. TUFTS,

Day'·

used

Grade Portrait Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

THE STRENUOUS LIFE.

"We

Mouldings s,J.

Nichols St..

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

payable

shall make all hills

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Tribune.

o'clock, ni:d. having prayed to God,

Commencing April

in Crayon, Water color,

the egg and the yolk of the egg splashed all over the squirrel from head to
heel, and the worst of it was that his
eyes were filled with the egg and he
could no more see than a blind man.
Then the squirrel run away into the
grass, and the sparrow laughed und
said, "That serves you right for treating me bad." Then he closed his little eyes and took a nice long sleep.—

century:

NOTICE.

Mats, Mirrors

down to the squirrel Mr. Sparrow picked out the biggest egg in the nest.
"Throw them straight!" cried the
squirrel. "I'm going to catch them in
mouth
my teeth!" And he opened his
as wide us he could.
Then the sparrow dropped the egg.
Oh. my! Oh, me!
It struck right square In the squirrel's mouth, und the sbe.l was crushed
into a thousand pieces. The white of

Dne

V0LDS

ALSO

—

Price
50c & 51.00
Free Trial·

OUGHSand

25,

Furnishings,

Robes and Horse

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

and Pictures,

while."
The sparrow agreed to this, and the
squirrel hurried down the tree trunk.
Now, it happened that the sparrow
had a nest in the top of the tree, and
there were two little eggs in the nest.
Instead of getting a nice hut to drop

Chicago

/Consumption

FOR I

2

4 co, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50.

LUNC8

THE

3.00,

Blankets, large size,
$1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50,

WTHDr.Kisg's
New Discovery

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
agaiust lire and marine risk.

General
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

CURE

«HP

Blanket*,

Street

KILLthe couch

other

as

line of

2.50, 3.00, 3.50.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17, «teamalternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.

good

a

$1.25, 1.50, 1.75,

era

lines.

Co.,

Billing·

Nellie Vanadestine.

...

sold for

W. «Γ. Wheeler db

regular medicine since."
Yours truly,

Stateroom

are

be sold for the

that

pianos

the best

using the 'L. F.' medikept it in the house as

Fare Portland to Boston

and

quality of the instrument. Also I have
A
large stock always on hand. Price»
pianos.
grade
and we will try and interest you in
easy. Send for catalogue

they

as

HILLS,

allons

NOTICE.

or

consultation.

DR.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
been <luly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
SARAH S. STEVENS, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make payment Immediately.
KRED H. DKCOSTER.
Mar. 19th. 1907.

PARMENTER

Eye Specialist, Norway,

Me.

Tel. 1* *■

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
bave Iteen duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
LOUISA EM FRY HOLMES,
late of I'uckfleld
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demande against the estate of said deceased
arc desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
nsvuent Immediately.
HIRAM S. BISBEE.
Mar. 19th, 1907.

out of tlie room.
Shortly the fellow was safe In the
bedlam whence be bad managed to
escape.

An Old Virginia Law.
A law passed by the grand assembly,
held at James City, Va., In March,
Every one appreciates a beautiful 1002. was designed for the purpose of
men.
desired
by
complexion, so much
trying to preveut women from talking
Sucb complexions come to all who use to excess. The law read: "Whereae
35
Hollieter's Rocky Mountain Tea.
many babbling women slander and
cents, Tea or Tablets. F.-A. Sburtleff A
scandalize their neighbors, for which
Co. ; O. D. Stevens.
their poor husbands are often involved
in chargeable and vexatious suite and
"I often wonder," remarked the soulful young man, dreamily, "wbat'a the cast in great damages, be It therefore
best way to find out what a woman enacted that in actions of slander, occasioned by the wife, after judgment
thinks of you.
passed for the damages, the woman
"Marry her," snapped Peckham.
I shall be punished by ducking; and if
the slander be so enormous as to be
THIS MAY INTEREST YOU.
No one is Immune from kidney trouble adjudged at greater damages than 600
ίο just remember that Foley's Kidney
pounds of tobacco, then the woman to
Cure will atop the irregularities and suffer a ducking for each 500 pounds
bladder of tobacco
cure any oase of kidney and
adjudged against the huetrouble that la not beyond the reach of band, if be refusas to Day the
tobacco,"

mediolne.

money

Player Piano,
just as low

and The Lauter

several medium

South Brewer, Me., 1906.
"I have been troubled with a severe
headache for the past year, and have
a

all

ire

^

«1,000,000."

"Does that include the frame?" asked

the tourist from

FAMILY MEDICINE
found relief by
cine, and have

Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Preecott
first class, high grade instruments,

The

The cause of much sickness can usu- South.
epanvw.
al!' be traced to liver and stomach.
to
keep you
"Oh, it's lots of fun
You can keep these organs in condition
awake," replied the selâsh little squir- necessary to good health by taking
rel.
"L. F." Atwood's Bitters. They remove
"I'll do anything for you if you will existing evils and insure sound and lastonly let me «deep for an hour or two," ing health. Begin to-day. 35c. at drug

Thousands bave pronounced Hollieter's
Rocky Mountain Tea the greatest healPresence of Mind.
When medical
ing power on earth.
The L)ukp of Wellington was writing
Make* you
science fails, it succeeds.
sulphide
than air, settles through the garments. well and keeps-you well. 33 cents, Tea In his library when, chancing to look
It is deadly to insect life and will de- or Tablets. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.; O. up. he saw a stranger near him who
stroy it in all stages. No odor will re- D. Stevens.
had entered unheard.
main in the clothes afier airing them a
"Who are you. and what do you
this
"Look here! Tou advertised
few moments, so that tbey can be used
»
The auto you sold me to go from four to six- want'/" asked the duke.
as soon as they are taken out.
"I am Apollyon and have been sent
moth marbles prevent other females ty miles an hour."
from crawling in to lay their eggs.
"Yes, sir. That's right. Four miles to kill you."
The nobleman realized that be had
A simple way, but one not so sure, is, up hills and sixty down."
an Insane person to deul with, but he
after bruehing the goods, to pack them
Mr. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, W. Va., was eijual to the emergency. With the
iu ordinary paper boxes or flour bags,
pasting a strip of paper over the cracks writes: "I was a sufferer from kidney utmost carelessness he inquired, "Got
in order to keep out the moths.
disease, so that at times I could not get to do It tonight?"
For closets, cracks, carpets, furniture, out of bed, and when I did I could not
"No."
a
thorough stand straight. I took Foley's Kidney
or carriage furnishings,
"I am very glad, αβ I am quite busy
of the
and
bottle
or gasoline will Cure.
dollar
benzine
One
of
part
sprinkling
second cured me entirely." Foley's Kid- now. Jyst send me word before you
clear out the pests.—Ex.
ney Cure works wonders where others come agalh. and I shall be ready for
flints.
F. A. Sburtleff «ft Co. you." politely bowing the crazy person
are total failures.

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
A pinch of cream of tartar
One of the worst features of kidney
trouble is that it is an Insidious disease boiled frosting from getting too hard.
and before the victim realizes his danger
Save the water drained from rice for
Take starching thin linens, fine cottons, or
he may have a fatal malady.
the
flrat
of
Cure
at
Foley's Kidney
sign
any delicate fabrics.
trouble aa it corrects irregularities and
Have two cheese-cloth slips for baby's
BUILDING PLANS FREE
revente Bright'· disease and diabetee.
crib blankets. They launder more easily
A. Shurtleff & Co.
plans tor Practical Farm Buildings. Better do it at once.
than do the woolen articlee.
&
S.
He.
A long, broad spatula is a boon to a
"Good gracious!" exclaimed the visitwoman to tarn an omelet or to turn fried
or; "hear those boy· fighting and yelling
Also a pair of kitohen scissors
oat there. Regular little hoodlum·, potatoes.
to trim the skin off bacon, will save time
aren't tbey?"
and temper.
IF YOU want a quick cash
"I can't any," replied Mr·. Famley,
Steam
and Boiler
A handy way to keep magasines for
Ml· fur your country prop- "I am rather nearsighted, yon know."
F«r Sale Chewp.
"But snrely yon can hear them."
piazza use from becoming torn and soiled
erty, write for our improved
or stout cord
FREE luting blank·. No ad'Oh, yea; but I can't tell whether Is to draw narrow ribbon
Second hand, six horse po·· er
vance payment required.
through one corner and hang them up
they're my children or the neighbor·."
In some handy place.
you desire to purchase real estate,
engine and eight horse power toiler. If
write or call on ua.
We have for sale There are
Try an olloloth oover for your recipe
Call and ace ihcm at A. C.
many tonics in the land,
tome of the best farms
in Oxford
book; you will be delighted with it, I
As by the papers yon can aee;
Machine Shon, South Paris, Me.
A cloth-bound recipe book
>m sure.
County.
But none of them can equal
ιοοη gets greasy and floary, but covered
Hoilister's Rocky Mountain Tea.
ivith white oilcloth, it can be wiped off
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; O. D. Steven·.
|
svery time it is naed.
in the
' To
prevent articles made from Saxony
now
Pastor—I
pronounoe yon man
ISO NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.
torn shrinking when they are washed,
ind wife.
MOSES P. STILES, DUtrfct Mgr.,
1 iteam the yarn over boiling water before
Bride

P. MAXIM

The Sparrow's Revenge

authorized to refund your money if
Old Timers Apparently Did Many
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your Th·
Things Botter Than We.
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals
the lungs and prevents serious results
"We are losing all our secrets in this
from a cold. Cures la grippe coughs, shabby age." an architect said. "If
and prevents pneumonia and consump- we
keep on. the time will eouie when
tion. Contains no opiates. The genuine we'll be able to <lo
nothing well.
Refuse substiin
is
a yellow package.
Clothes Moths.
"Take, for instance, steel. We claim
tutes. F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
to make goo'l steel, yet the blades the
Contrary to the general belief, camphor, naphthalene and tobacco will not
said the guide in the Dresden Saracens turned out hundreds of years
'-This,"
kill clothes moths. They act merely as Art
Gallery, "is the famous 'Sistine ago would cut one of our own blades
repellents; where they are used the Madonna.' This painting is worth close In two like butter.

—

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

The

j

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 49.—Word Squares: I.—1. Heel.
2. Ebro. 3. Erin. 4. Long. II.—1. Atlas.
2 There. 3. Learn. 4. Arras. 5. Sense.
No. 50.—Picture Puzzle: 1. Runners. moths will not
deposit eggs. If the eggs
2. Fender.
are already laid, or if the young have
No. 51.—Charade: Muff, flu—muffin.
hatched, substances of this nature will
No. 52.—Literary Lights: 1. Stephen- have no effect.
In May or June the moths appear and
son. 2. James. 3. Hamerton. 4. Gold7. lay their eggs, which soon hatch into the
β. Ruskin.
smith.
5. Coleridge,
destructive grubs that feed on feathers,
Longfellow. 8. Wordsworth. 9. Whit
wool, fur and other things of an animal
11.
tier (whit, tear). 10. Shakespeare.
The campaign against the
texture.
Rlackstone.
moths must start early in the spring if
No. 53.—Shakespearean Anagrams: 1. immunity for the rest of the year is to
"Much Ado About Nothing." 2. "Ro- be enjoyed.
The easiest way to rid clothes of moths
3. "Macbeth." 4.
me.) and Juliet."
once
"Merchant of Venice." 5. "As You is to give them a thorough brushing
a week and then expose them to air and
I.Ike It."
sunshine. Whore they are to be packed
No. 54.—Riddles: 1. Mill. 2. Band.
with carbon bisulphide
Heads and Tails: Suiike, away, fumigation
Να 55.
is the surest method. The garments are
Mike. Ike. I.
put in a tight trunk, with moth marbles.
No. 50.—Addition: Crabbed.
Then a saucer is placed on top of the
1.
Cross
Stitches:
Few
No. 57.—A
pile with four or five tablespoonfuls of
Httîch. 2. Hem stitch. 3. Blind stitch. liquid carbon bisulphide in it, easily
The lid is
4 Feather stitch. 5. Chain stitch. 0. obtained at all druggists.
the trunk left undisturbed
Rack etiteli. 7. Lock stitch. 8. Over closed and
until the clothes are wanted. The biMud over stitch. 8. Hcrriugbone stitch.
evaporates, and, being heavier

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
76

Do the

from whites of twelve eggs and beat
yolks until thick and lemon-colored.
Add to first mixture, then add one pound
flour (excepting one-third cup, reserved
uian.
tn
frills mirftil ftnrl Sifted With
2—3, as guided by the huml.
four teaspoons cinnamon, four teaspoons
3—4, to throw with a sudden effort,
allspice, one and one-half teaspoons
δ—4, plensing with simplicity.
mace, one nutmeg, grated, and one teaa
horse.
of
said
6—5, bay, sorrel;
spoon salt; three pounds raisins, seeded
1—β, without cessation or Interruption. and cut in
pieces, two pounds Sultana
raisins, one and one-half pounds citron,
No. 66.—Omissions.
thinly sliced and cut in strips, and one
By omitting the central letter in each pound currants (the fruit to be dredged
word you will change injuries to parts with reserved Hour), one cup brandy,
chocoof a pig; clergymen to homes of wild four squares melted unsweetened
late and the whites of twelve eggs beaten
beasts; released to a mail's name; with stiff. Just before
putting into pans, add
heat to sacred.
one-fourth teaspoon soda dissolved in
Put in butone tablespoon hot water.
No. 67.—Reversals.
tered pans, cover with buttered paper,
1. After taking the clock to pieces and steam four hours. Finish the cookthe hands upon the
Tom
ing by leaving in a warm oven over
of W'ght. Let stand at least three weeks to
2. The wolf was caught, but
become seasoned.—Ex.
the
broke, and he got away.

WHOLLY VISIBLE

it.

aight

0

AND

right thing if you have nasal
catarrh. Get Ely's Cream Balm at once.
WEDDING CAKE.
4.
and
Cream one pound butter and add Don't touch the catarrh powders
dined after having hastily compared
high degree.
Ely's
one snuffs for they contain cocaine.
while
constantly
beating
burden from par-1 gradually,
Cream Balm releases the secretions that during a half hour our notes of the
brown
yo
Separate
sugar.
pound
and the
the nasal

boy's name.
1—2, the title of an English noble-

0—3,

FRONT STROKE

quality—we've

JJl

PIANOS.

Headache Remedy

ΡοΙΚβ

SANDWICHES.

flakes one-half of the contents of the
into a cottage to get a drink of water.
Pound fish In a morUr
one pound can.
"So the queen is a neighbor of yours?"
the
in
butter
until
creamed
md work
he said to the housewife, while she was
mixture is of the right consistency to
serving him.
spread, the amount required being about
"Yes."
Season
two and one-half tablespoons.
"And she is quite neighborly, isn't she,
with salt, paprika, and lemon juice.
and comes to visit you in your cottage?"
Cut white loaf bread in as thin slices as
"She's weel eneuch."
possible, spread one-half the pieces with
"Look here, ma'am, you don't seem
the mixture, cover with remaining pieces,
satisfied with her msjesty. May I ask
remove crusts and cut in
triangles,
you why?"
finger-shaped pieces, or as desired. Ar"Weel, I'll tell ye if ye wish. The fact
range on a plate, covered with a doily. is we don't leik the gangin's on at the
castlo. We don't leik the way tbey keep
RECEPTION ROLLS.
out in
Add two tablespoons sugar, four table- or don't keep the Sawbath—goin'
boats on the Sawbatb day."
spoons butter and one teaspoon salt to
The excursionist tried to appease her
two cups scalded milk; when lukewarm
after all, ma'am,
one- and said; "Oh, well,
add one yeast-cake, dissolved
is a precedent for that.
fourth cup lukewarm water and three you know there
You remember our Lord, too, went out
cups flour. Beat thoroughly, cover, and
on the Sabba'h—" She interrupted him:
let rise until light; cut down and add
"Ooh, aye! I ken it weel eneuch. You
enough flour to knead, the
canna tell me aught aboot Hem that I
quired being about two and one-half
dinna ken a'ready. An' I can teel ye
let rise agaln tose on
this: We don't think any moor o' Hem
slightly floured board. K°«ad and for it, either."
rows
in
Place
biscuits.
small
in
shape
un a slightly floured board, cover with
The Bishop and the Waffles.
cloth and pan, and let rise until light.an
would indeed be a queer bishop
It
well-puffed. Flour handle of wooden who could not tell a good story on himspoon with which make a deep crease in self. The late
Bishop Dudley of Kenmiddle of each biscuit, take up and
tucky was wont to relate with much
press edges thus made closely together.
relish an interesting experienco which
Place closely in buttered "pan cover let
he once had in connection with waffles.
hot
in
a
minutes
fifteen
bake
and
rise,
At a fine old Virginia homestead
oven.
where be was a frequent guest the waffles
STRAWBERRY ICE CREAM.
were always remarkably good.
One morning, as breakfast drew near
Wash and bull two quart boxes strawlittle linen-coated black
berries, sprinkle with two cups sugar an end, the tidy
Mash boy who served at table approached
cover, and let stand two hours.
a low voice:
and squeeze through cheese-cloth, then Bishop Dudley and asked in
"Bishop, won't y' have 'n'er waffle?"
Freeze three pints
add a few grains salt
"Yes," said the genial bishop, "I bethin cream or rich Jersey milk to a
lieve I will."
mush, then add gradually the frolt
"Dey ain' no mo'," then said the nice
and continue the freezing.
use three parts finely crushed ice to one little black boy.
the
"Well." exclaimed
surprised
part rock salt to insure a smooth finereverend gentleman, "if there areD't any
grained cream.
more waffles, what made you ask me if I
SPONGE DROPS.
wanted another one?"
Beat the whites of three eggs until
"Bishop," explained the little black
stiff and dry and add gradually, while boy, "you's don et ten a're.idy, an' I
cup t'ought y' wouldn't want no mo'."
beating constantly, one-third
powdered sugar. Add the y°lks of t*
"When in doubt," said the weather
eggs beaton until thick and loraon-colorbad weather."
ored, and one-fourth teaepoon vanilla. expert, "always prophesy
"What for?" asked the young man
Cut and fold in one-third cup flour mixed and sifted with one-eighth teaepoon who is learning the business.
"Because if it turns out to be correct
salt. Drop mixture from
and if
on unbuttered paper arranged on a tin people commend your accuracy,
are so relieved
sheet. Sprinkle with powdered sugar, it's wrong their minds
minutes in a moderate that they don't find any fault."
and bake

color.
Crosswords: 1. Wide aud geueral destruction. 2. Detest. 3. A Jewish title
of respect. 4. Poison. 5. Otherwise
called. 0. A masculine name. 7. An

make.

WASN'T SO SCRB ABOUT HADES.

Didn't Think Any More of Him for it.
Remove salmon from can, rinse thorAn English excursionist who was up
oughly with hot water and separate In near Balmoral on a certain occasion went
SOMERSET

No. 63.—College Acrostio.
All the words described contain the
sauie number of letters. When rightly
messed and written one below another. the initials will spell the name
of a college and the fluals the college

no excuses to

Ut le

GOAL PASSING,

"
This quantity will make eighteen
'Hurry up, you sow pig,' the fireman
timbales. Remove from molds, garnish yelled, and I struggled again with the
with parsley, and pour the sauce around terrible poker, finally managing to rake
the timbales.
out the ashes."

My second's round and small, you
('Tts true what I am telling)
Or yet so largo that it may be
The earth on which we're dwelling.
a

TRIED

oven.

see

My whole'8

AND

FLYNT

Animal Story Por

AO

The chapters of Josiah Flynt's autoA Wedding Spread.
biography which are appearing in 8ocοβΜ have ao added interest since ihe
CHICKEN MAYONNAISE.
I death of that rather remarkable yon rig
he
In the current number
Cover a young plump fowl, weighing man.
four pound·, with two quarte of cold gives an account of his experiences as a
steamer.
water, and add four allcea carrot, one coal passer on a transatlantic
onion atock with eight clove·, two etalka
•'My watches," he says, "were fonr
celery, bit of bay leaf, one-half teaspoon hours long. They, began at 8 o'clock in
peppercorns, and one tablespoon «alt. the morning and at 4 o'clock in the afterCover, bring quickly to the boiling point, noon ; the rest of the time was mine, exu>d let eiramer until meat la tender. cepting when it was my turn to carry
Remove meat from bonea and finely water and help clean up the mess room.
"The first descent into the fire room of
chop: there ehould be two and one-half
cups. Reduce itock to one cup, cool, an ocean liner is unforgettable. Aland remove fat Soak one and one- though hell as a domicile has long since
fourth teaapoona granulated gelatine In been given up by me as a mere theologitwo teaapoona cold water and dissolve 1 cal contrivance useful to keep people
In stock which haa been reheated. Add guessing, going down that series of ladto meat and aeason with salt, pepper, ders into the bowels of the old Elbe the
Pack beat seemed to jump ten degrees a ladcelery salt, and onion juice.
solidly in slightly buttered one-half der and made me think that I might
pound baking powder tins, and chill. have been mistaken.
"At last the final ladder was reached
Remove from mofds, cut in thin slices,
arrange on lettuce leaves, and garnish and we were at the bottom—the bottom
with mayonnaise dressing.
of everything, was the thought in more
minds than one that afternoon. The
FISH TIMBALES, BECHAMEL SAUCE.
head fireman of our watch immediately
Cook two pounds halibut in boiling, called
my attention to a poker, easily an
salted water, drain, and rub through a inch and a half thick and twenty to
sieve. Season with one and
one-half
thirty feet long.
teaspoons salt, three teaspoons lemon
'Yours!'he screamed, 'Yours!' and
Add he threw
mice, and a few grains cayenne.
open one of the ash doors of a
two-thirds cup heavy cream, beaten until
furnace, pantomining what I was to do
stiff, and the whites of six eggs beaten with the poker.
until stiff. Turn into buttered individual
"I dove for it madly, just barely
molds, put in a pan, half surround with raised it from the floor and got it started
hot water, cover with buttered paper, into the ashes—and then dropped none
and bake twenty minutes in a moderate too neatly on top of it.

No. 58.—Rlddlemeree.
First Ib In body, not In you;
Sccoiro in thousand, not in few;
Third is in ocean, not in river;
Fourth in bow, not in quiver;
Fifth in cry, but not in howl.
Wholx is the name of a stupid fowl.

Boil) Papers One Yeer (or $2.25.

NEWS-

Red Hot Work.

H0MBMAKEB8' COLUMN.

Norway

National Bank

issues checks

payable

in nearly all parts of
the world in the currency of the country on

which drawn.

MEYSHONETHCAR
ft ·hUdnnt

JT· mMn

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

Sulky Plows.

NOTICE.
Tb'e subscriber hereby gives notice that be
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
ALVIN HIKE, late of Sweden,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the l>w directs. All person· having
demands against the estate of said deceased ate
desired to present the same for settlement, am!
i'l Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Mar. 19th, 1907 HARRY DELBERT PIKE.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
f the
has decn duly appointed administrator
estate of
MARY T- HILBORN. late of Pari·,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
boodsMthe law directs. All person· having
demand· ngMnst the estate of said deceased are
dealrcd to present |hs same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
ν

Mar. 19th, 1907.

WALTER L. GRAY.
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A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.
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